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ABSTRACT

'l'{ucle in a Landscape: Stories about Tradition and Representation" takes the Mennonite literary

ûadiiion æ a parodically acknowledged metanan"ative. One defìnition of this literature puts it this

way: a voice of rage at a repressive, concealing culture. The nanator of these stories, Oed-ipus

Reckiedler, attempts to write \¡/ithin this model, but the culture against r,vhich he writes continualiy

exceeds the limits he places upon it.

Oed's flight from his past takes place in and through languag+-by rwiting he separates

himself from a rural vemacular. In escaping a local history for literature, he adopts the tone of

eighteenth-century English fiction, a voice which rvas already a parody of the traditions of written

history. From this sourc+-particularly Henry Fielding's r,vork-is drau'n the form of a highly self-

conscious narrative voice alert to a gently-reading audience and the conventional tropes ofprose

fiction.

Another theoretical framelvork for these stories is Jacques Derrida's critique of presence

in rwitten communication. The characterization of writing in Plato's Pharmacy- variously as

orphan-pharmakos, and scapegoat. correlates to the dramatic situation of the narrator, self-exiled

from the intentions of the fatherland. This abandonment of the past, of particular cultural and

historical roots, Oed understands to be a decidedly discursive action: he forgets a rural dialect only

to embrace the voice of literature-an escape from the local past into the supposed universal

situation of the Enslish novel.

The supplement, the ever-extrapolating chain of significatior¡ another Derridea¡r

formulation of the intentionless r,witten lvord, implies ttrat a particuia¡ discourse can never be pure,

as it always contains traces of the other, of that from which it sets itself apart. In the case of

Oedipus Recksiedler the questions a¡ise rv-hether or not it is possible to purify himself and his voice

from the pasl and more poignantly, if ahomeland'even exists in a world constructed by language.
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The sounds of the prayer tumbling past her ear

in the stillness, she thought, What a body he

must have under those out-dated clothes!

Rudy Wiebe, Peace Shqll Destroy Many



Oedipus Reclcsiedler Comes for Supper

In the alteration ofour own character, rve have lost the
key which would interpret the characters of our fathers,
and the great men . . . seem to us almost like the fossil
skeletons of another order of bei¡es.

J. A. Froude,lfistory of England

SensNDpnyr{AD SMUccLED the weight of Carl's goodness away from him, placing it in the

waiting hands of the Children of Men. Gently licking the seam of the paper which covered

the package, they had closed the deal.

"It feels like Christmas," she had whispered.

But that was water under the bridge. Or so Serendipity wished. She no longer

wanted to remember how, so long ago, she had betrayed Carl, the love of her life. Not to

mention how, in the beneficence of being in love, she had shared that which Carl had gingerly,

yet trustingly, and with such elegant poise, bestowed upon her: the weight of his goodness.

For all intents and purposes this weight was enclosed in a box, frrmly constructed with half-

inch thick, wood-grain veneered plywood, first glued, then nailed. The lid, fastened with

hinges formerly from the bathroom door of a demolished house, had been closed securely

with a large padlock. Carl's great-grandfather built the box on the eve of his and his wife's

twenty-fifth wedding anniversary, the reason for which remains my final unans\¡/ered question.

I apologize for the vague descriptions of these originary moments. The myriad facets

of love, the completely ridiculous profusion of emotion contained in that single term, limits

what I can say. Too much Ìs not enough, one might be obliged to think. The weight must

remain an abstraction: to sav more would further limit our understandine of the treasure held
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in that chest. If I were to lower my language and describe the action proceeding from the

fullness of Carl's affection merely as Carnal Pleasure, or contrarily raise the event into the

solidity of a symbol, for example, A Fourteen-Karat Gold Ring set with a Twenfy-Five-Karat

Diamond surrounded by Six Clusters of Small Diamonds, all emotional complexity and

resulting beauty would be lost. So to sum up: Carl sacrificed and Serendipity squandered.

"Saran-Wrap dipity doo-da!" Carl repeated this several times, lovingly rolling the

words off his tongue. They were sitting at the dining-room table of their small suburban

house in a new development on the edge of the city.

"Sufûce to say, I've never met a person that speaks as strangely as you. " They'd been

over this before, this familiar routine of amused, faked unfamiliarity.

"You haven't seen the half of it. You haven't halved a grapefruit, have you? I'd be the

one to smell it. I saw you snicker."

"Generally, you're more wei¡d than funny, Carl," Serendipity retorted, unsuccessfully

concealing her smile.

Tearing at greasy paper, Carl tried to remove the staples which sealed the boxes of

take-out fried chicken and french fries. Home delivery never completely satisfied him.

Serendipity thought this was a throw-back to growing up in the country, doing things for

yourself parking in front of the Dairy Dell and walking up to the window. "They'll bring it

here for free," she had said.

"No, no," replied Carl, prostrating himself before his wife. "If I had a truck I'd haul

my own livestock, now this is all I have. Leave me be at this, my only pleasure. Allow me
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to pick up the chicken." Serendipity recognized Carl's melodramatics for what they were, a

defensive reminiscence, his tongue in the cheek of the past. He never felt the inkling to take

over the farm, though as he once confessed, the guilt returned briefly when his father sold

much of the land tó the provincial government for a hazardous waste treatment site. Carl,

when all was said and done, had picked up the food.

They waited patientþ over the open boxes for several minutes before forsaking their

invited guest, assuming correctly that I was running a little late. Carl was well into his second

piece, an especially plump breast, when the doorbell rang. Serendipity walked to the door

*ipittg her fingers on a paper napkin, planning an apology for starting early. From the table

Carl heard her invite in, however hesitantly, not me, but some unexpected guests.

The arrival of the Children of Men is an important point, a mark of the ensuing

conflict, although the significance of this event will not be at first apparent to you, Dear

Reader. Extrapolating from the fragments of reported speech with which I am provided, what

I can say at the moment is this. Conversational preliminaries were soon exhausted,

introductions made, the Children of Men said they were doing fine. And the weather was

chill¡ a cold wind, but the radio promised awarming trend. No one knew how the wind-chill

factor was calculated, but at least this isn't Thunder Bay, they agreed. A dry cold is better

than a wet cold. No major bodies of water.

"Actually," Serendipity mentioned, "it's watts per square metre, kilopascals is

barometric pressure. " At this Carl lifted a burning candle out of the centre-piece, a cluster

of very life-like plastic holly with red berries and frosted leaves, as v/ax dripped onto the

plastic cover which guarded the embroidered table cloth.
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"Horsepower is in the mind of the beholder," he stated, hoisting the candle for all to

see, an embarrassing display before guests on which Serendipity looked with dismay. Yet the

Chldren nodded in agreement at this apparent point of recognition, while Carl extinguished

the flame with his fingertips.

The attraction of the Children to Carl was based on more than words. His guiltless

showiness, the natural showmanship of a ringmaster, the unencumbered intensity of Carl's

facial expressions, stopped the conversation right in its tracks. The Children of Men looked

around the room for the time being, unable to decide how to proceed. This brief break in the

flow of the evening's pleasantries, another telling moment, in my estimation, gave the Host

and Hostess their first glimpse of what was to be expected. This awfully uncomfortable

silence allowed a hint of bad intentions to surface; clearly. the Children of Men were

dissatisfied with something or other.

Serendipity's reaction to the appearance in their home of these common criminals was,

at best, understated. Carl, on the other hand, in his blinding good nature treated them with

the utmost courtesy. The two of them seemed to have missed the seriousness of the matter

altogether. Here, in the entrance-way to their home, stood several members of a motorcycle

gang, many of whom possessed criminal records as long as their hair, including obvious

highway traffic act violations, numerous assault and break-and-enter charges, and, as of yet,

unproven allegations of drug trafficking. Serendipity sat up abruptly, pulling Carl by his arm

offto the side.
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"So sorr5t, Seren," he said, apologetic eyebrows lifted. "f knov/, Iknow-there you

go again taking centre-stage, stealing the show-it's just all this talk about the weather makes

me blue. Just trying to change the topic "

"No, no, not that-these guys, they mean business." Serendipity kept her voice low

as she continued, "they're a little more intense than I remember." Her quick glance back

revealed the Children's impatience, the nervous cracking of knuckles, a temporary vent for

potential violence. Carl in a postured apology raised his eyebrows, pursed his lips and sucked

in his cheeks. This simple expression proved to be enough-enough to alleviate,

momentarily, the growing tension in the room. Friendly chit-chat then returned and Carl's

breach of dinner-party propriety, his uncalled-for intemrption, was soon forgotten by his wife,

and more importantly by the unexpected guests, who, although Carl and Serendipity refused

to admit it, appeared quite threatening.

The Chìldren ofMen had not been invited, but they stayed, waiting on the fringes of

the room. Carl thought they just came for Faspa, although it was already frve-thirty, an

unconventional hour to drop by unannounced for buns, coffee and pickles, and on a Tuesday.

Think oîit, Faspa on a Tuesday. And he had already picked up something from the Chicken

Kitchen. Serendipity knew better. She felt a little uneasy about the presence of the Children

ofMerq and with just cause-in a modest oversight, if it can be called that, she had failed to

provide the key to the package when she had presented it to them in the first place. Now they

were back to collect.
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One ofthe Children, obviously the boldest, finally came out with it: "We have a bone

to pick with you." Serendipity, knowing Carl, knew what a line like this would lead to.

Supposedly unconcerned with the insidious intentions of the Children of Men and with her

husband toying abSentmindedly in this danger, she smiled ever so slightly, stifling a laugh

while fixing her gaze at the ketchup on her paper plate.

"Bones, schmones, scones," sang Carl. He pulled a chicken wing apart, projecting

drops of grease into the air, watching them arch over the table until they dropped out of view.

"Incoming!" he shouted, then in retrospect laughing, "short term loan, Rosetta stone," almost

unable to stop rhyming. He smiled sheepishly at his own cleverness.

Serendipity took a bone from Carl's plate, biting the smooth bulb offthe end of the

mostly meatless drumstick, crunching on it with a devil-may-care zeal. Serendipity had a

knack for finding small treasures, things other people walked right past.

Carl cringed. "Yuck! Don't eat the Gnurpel."

"It's cartilage."

"GnurPell."

"Cartilage, and it's good for you-calcium, strong teeth."

The Children ofMen watched this exchange with confusion in their eyes. "I said,we

have a bone to pick withyorl," the boldest among them iterated.

At this point I had not yet arrived at the home of my cousin Carl and his wife,

Serendipity. My name is Oedipus Recksiedler and for what it's worth my genealogy is not
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one to be treasured. I'll just say that my family tree didn't grow terribly straight. Not what

you would call patrilineally, anyway.

I'll come clean about the story. Iilhenever I tell it the bias always comes out in favour

of my cousin, Carl. His wife, Serendipity, I mildly vilify, though she really isn't that bad. I

am aware of the datedness that a ne'er-do-well, female temptress lends to a story, but that's

the effect I wish to achieve. When she told it to me, it was she who lent, not smuggled, the

weight of Carl's goodness. It's the difference between sharing and stealing, I had said.

Splitting hairs, if you ask me.

I'm telling you so that you know-this story is an exorcism. Guilt motivates my

actions. I'm trying to get it out of my system. Talking about one's family is a good place to

start getting the past over with. That's why I got Serendipity to fill me in on everything I

missed. But she won't admit anything; she said the whole scene didn't bother her one bit.

Guilt isn't her problem, she said. As if. As if she can't feel the effects. You've got to have

something to get over, I said, otherwise what's your story, what have you got to talk about?

"He still had enough after it was gone, after I took it away. That was the nature of

the weight, a plenitude, plenty for everybody." Confronted, this was her defense. She

continued. "When it was gone he still had enough to go on. Carl always was so good to me.

That hasn't changed, Oed."

I didn't see how a man is to be good for much unless he has some one woman to love

him dearly. I told Serendipity this.
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She replied with the seemingly scripted response which I fully anticipated, "I think the

goodness should come before he expects that." This was our routine.

"You know better, Serendipity. Women don't love men for their goodness."

"Perhaps not. But if they love them, they never think them bad."

"It is hardly fair to say I am bad."

"I never even suggested that, Oed."

"I say again, where's the key? We want the weight," intoned the boldest in Carl's

direction. "You never provided the key," another of the Children spoke to Carl's innocently

confused, or confusedly innocent, face. Carl pulled a key-chain from his pocket, fumbling

aimlessly through the ring. "What sort of key you need?" he asked. These ridiculous and

surprising faces he would make, I understand that this is Carl at his best. But it is true enough

that the uncornmon positioning of two words together, ridiculous and surprising, will not be

enough to describe the event. Carl requires more-ridiculous, surprising, and ever so normal.

The problem with Carl is that he isn't made for a story, he hasn't got it in him. Too nice to

be a villain and too cornmon to be a hero. I am familiar with the notion of the modern

antihero, the middle-class becoming myth, but not here, not Carl.

Carl understood the dissatisfaction of the Children of Men, this expressed displeasure

as a personal assault, a criticism of Carl as Host. He grew livid, but still kept the smile on his

face. Anger to him was often, as it was then, a game. "You big bunch of Schlopmetsers,

riding up here on your high horses thinking you're Johnny Carson or somebody such like!"

"Kit Carson," Serendipity corrected.
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"Whole kit and caboodle. It's their, their pejorative ifthey want to go riding down the

street, but not right up into our house."

"Prerogative, Carl. Prerogative."

Turning his flamboyant energies toward a search for replacement keys, Carl clammed

up for a time after reminding the Childrer¡ "You know, of course, that you can't make a copy

without the registration." The unexpected guests were politely enjoying Carl's performance,

having forgotten in this flurry of activity-first, his frantic invective, and now his furious

search through drawers and cupboards-their impatience and the relative urgency cf their

quest. Carl's own urgency had no specific motivation, for a layer of wrapping paper still

disguised the wood-grain veneered box and obfuscated the true intentions of the Children of

Men-but his birthright, the inherited inclination to entertain, was motivation enough. Car

key, the key from the ofüce drink machine which Carlwas in charge of stocking, shed key,

A Skeleton Key to Finnegan's Wake (on loan from the Wiruripeg Public Library), mail key, and

a bicycle lock key: these were Carl's attempts at distracting the Children of Men. The real

thing, the key to this whole matter, as Carl had not yet discovered, Serendipity could only

vaguely remember packaged with the padlock before it dropped to the ground at the very

moment she ripped the plastic cover apart from the cardboard backing, minutes after the

purchase. Apparently, she had tried in vain to find it in the grass beside the sidewalk. Morose

as can be, the visitors passed the offered keys from one to another, turning each over in their

hands. Sometimes biting, sometimes smelling the respective keys, they tested for authenticity.

For some reason the Children would not perform the ultimate test-trying the key in the lock,

the box having been brought along preparedly. Would the Children realize they were being
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duped? Would they ever open the weight of his goodness? Carl needed another fake key.

The clincher was a Klikschlcitel, the final substitute, the key from the can. Carl

twisted open a can óf processed meat most mornings to make sandwiches for lunch; liberally

spread margarine combined flavourfully with saved restaurant ketchups which were taken

along so the bread wouldn't get soggy. The Children of Men accepted, with a collective,

satisfying sigh, the key from the can of Klik.

"Take offyour boots and come in. Have a seat," Serendipity intedected at this natural

break in the action. "Silly of us having kept you standing by the door, leaving you hanging

like that." Although she was still quite unfamiliar with Carl's family traditions, his peculiar

way of accepting guests into their home, Serendipity did what she could to join him in this

responsibility, and in so doing appeared oblivious to the threat which she knew the Children

constituted.

Obviously the singularity of the Children's desire, the uncompromising, unrequited and

continual requests for the key, had made the role of Host a difficult one for Carl to bear, even

after the insistence of his guests subsided. He reacted to this emotional pressure as only he

could. by way of introductiorL Carl stepped atop the coffee table, spread his arms wide, and

gently bowed to all those present. If the outrageous exhibition then enacted could have been

compared to any sort of known and practiced ceremony, it certainly would have been

considered a most scathing parody of his source. Incidentally, though Carl's gestures were

said to have at times resembled, even mimicked, elements found in rituals both religious and

secular-baptism, initiation, marriage, graduation, trophy presentation, and
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inauguration-none of his motions resembled enough of anything in particular to call any

element so much as a quotation. Needless to say, the puzzhng pieces of this oñthe-cuff

observance did not allow anyone to make a more general positive comparison, or beyond that

to figure out just what, if anything, Carl was trying to prove. Much of this ambiguity is due

to Serendipity's often incomplete reportings of events occurring prior to my arrival. What she

was sure of was the fact that under Carl's ministrations the Children of Men, smiling and

nodding, sustained their languorous postures on the living-room furniture.

For him it didn't even matter who was sitting on his chesterfield-Carl would have

treated anyone with an equal share of hospitality. He hardiy noticed that they, the Children

of Merq \ryere even there, as they were, rubbing their stockinged feet on the edge of the coffee

table. A glass-inlaid top rested above grotesquely engraved cabinet doors, as was the style

ofthe time when Carl's parents had bought this, their original living-room furniture. To Carl,

as to his parents, visitors around this table v/ere a warning, at best a spiritual presence. More

specifically, they were a signal to become the Host, to facilitate conversation and to

perpetuate the visit with food Propriety dictated the necessity of sustaining this ridiculous

and surprising ritual of entertainment and hospitality intended to communicate a spirit of

welcome and good faith. This baggage, the almost unconscious urges which Carl acted upon,

was presented to him by his parents, my Aunt and Uncle Reimer, not on any one particular

occasion; it amassed gradually, through his proximity to them and the place in which they

lived. "He just picked it up," Serendipity suggested, when I forwarded to her these thoughts

about Carl during one of the long talks we were wont to have. "But that's Carl for you.

That's his nature."
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Once again Serendipity attempted to catch her husband's ear, to clarify for him her

dealings with the Children ofMen, although she refused to draw his attention to the painfully

obvious impending danger they faced at having brought into their home known criminals and

hoodlums. "I've gót something to tell you, Carl," she repeated, nudging him several times

before he acknowledged her words.

"Busy, busy, busy. Out with it quick. You realize, of course, we have guests. Can't

let the kids get cranþ."

"Well that's exactly it, the Children, I mean."

The entire enterprise to which Carl had dedicated himself, that of entertaining the

Children of Men with zealous hospitality, this activity, tantamount in Carl's mind to his

commitment to his wife, itself distracted him from perceiving the true character of his guests.

Had he been more cognizant of the dramatic situation and its unscrupulous antagonists, as

opposed to single-mindedly acting on the requirements which social propriety dictated upon

the scene, he might have questioned how his wife, Serendipity, never shy when it came to

discovering new faces at social gatherings, but still selective about the friendships she

continued outside of these chance meetings, would have come to be associated with, as \¡/as

apparent to me later, this dangerous, roughshod group. Somehow, if Serendipity is to be

believed, she filled Carl in about the whole story, the intrigue of the weight, which as his

actions had indicated, he had refused to admit, or missed completely.

"They've got it in their hands, in the box," she was said to have told him.

To which, acknowledging her point, Carl replied with the words of a popular song:

Take a load offFanny, take a load for free,

Take a load offFanny, and you put the load right on me.
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Some have intimated that Carl never, in fact, heard Serendipity's confession, as this

frivolous reply reveals, a claim supported by his unchanged attitude towards the Children of

Men after supposedly learning of their unscrupulous dealings with his wife. To these doubts

I would have to respond that his overflowing acceptance of others' short-comings, and his

related inability to cast clear-sighted judgement, at times a severe flaw in Carl's character, in

this situation granted him the disinterestedness necessary to continue, dutifully and

unencumbered, in his role as Host.

Needless to say, the Children of Men continued to demand the key to the package.

Something about their deviance, this persistent fussing for something unknowable-that, and

their unexpected arrival-struck a chord in Carl, a need to keep the evening going, that

inexplicable ache to augment faltering conversation with food. This impulse motivated the

extravagance, the complete excess which became the meal set before them. So much, and at

such a seemingly inappropriate time, as Carl had experienced and observed, tended to stunt

the progress of time, sustain the moment at the twilit line aft.er Meddachschlop and between

taspa and Owentkost, tweschenenn late-lunch and supper, across afternoon and evening.

Carl, as did those who came before him, found in the presentation of food a natural

expression for the deep-set desire to keep the visitors around, to continue visiting, spatseare.

Hardly a word was spoken during the meal. The Children were surprisingly quiet,

seated as they were, shoulder to shoulder at the dinner table, heads bowed to heaping plates.

Being the excellent hosts they were, Carl and Serendipity, having eaten already, did not sit

down but continued to carry in platters, bowls, roasters and pots of what were rare delicacies
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to the untrained palettes of the Children of Men. Trading offwhile one was at work in the

kitchen, either my gracious cousin or his wife would take the appropriate meal-time maternal

chair to make sure everyone watched his manners and had more than enough to eat.

"You've haidly touched the food on your plate."

"Could I pass you anything else? There's so much left."

"Now, stop playing with your food."

Preparing a feast ofthese proportions and varìety had perhaps never been considered

in this household. There were Polish dills, party pickles with carrots and red peppers, chou-

chou relish, fresh crusty rolls from the grocery, dessert bowls containing peanut butter and

choke-cherry jam, and rolled-up slices of cooked ham in a plate with chunks of garlic coil

sausage. In the centre of the table was set a green glass bowl of orange jello, suspended

within, to the pvzzlement and eventual favour of the Children, grated carrots, mandarin

orange slices, and sunflower seeds. Next came Wreniþe ntet Schmauntfat, pickled pigs' feet,

Portselkie left over from New Year's, and the most pleasantly creamy shade of purple

Kjoaschentooss made from the cherries Aunt Olga brought back from B.C. They'll give you

the shits, she had said.

The meal, drawing to a close, left the kitchen cupboards and refrigerator shelves

virtually empty. Carl joined Serendipity in the kitchen, announcing to her the unwaning

appetites still seated, patiently, for the moment, at the dining-room table. So much the better

if the Children keep forgetting about that key, they agreed. Serendipity scrounged the

cupboard for a last remaining can of Klik. The key conspicuously absent, she suggested

another possibility: instead of twisting away a strip of metal from the centre of the can, use
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the electric can-opener on the end With the aid of a fork a satisfying gulp of air, a swallow

ofnothing would displace the pried-out meat and jelly, leaving the satisfaction of emptiness,

a dry heave. But in practice the block of processed meat wouldn't budge. In the hopes of

forcing it tkough from the other side, Serendipity began to open the other end of the can.

That's when the breaker went. Microwave, toaster oven, and refrigerator all offthe

same extension cord was enough. The can-opener represented altogether too much

resistance. Still, puncturing the lid equalized the pressure and did the trick-the meat

plopped to the counter in the darkened kitchen, was free.

"Shit!-the breaker. Carl, could you get that?"

Carl shufïled in darkness for matches, then lit a candle he found with them in the

cupboard, placed there in the event ofjust such an occurence. Shaking his head he lamented,

"What a shambles, the most disastrous of dinner parties, the laughing stock of the

neighbourhood, the shame on our shoulders."

One might, as I did upon first having these events related to me, expect that the

coming of darkness to the house would have released the full force of the prodigious violence,

until then held back by the unprecedented self-restraint exercised by the Children of Men.

This, as I have already intimated, did not happen. Instead, they expelled their pent-up

energies in a series of ridiculous antics which can only be accredited to the pacifying influence

of the weight of Carl's goodness, collectively possessed by them since the time Serendipity

slipped it away from under her husband's trusting nose.
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Without the imposed propriety of Carl and Serendipity's presence-with their

disappearance to the kitchen, and the onset of darkness which prompted this unexpected

freedom-the Children ofMen began to dishevel the neat, well-organized house with an ease

of movement in shadows only possessed by practised criminals. The salt-shaker on the

dining-room table was emptied only to be refilled with sugar. They removed albums from

their proper jackets, laughing wüdly in the light from the street at the ridiculous substitutions:

a Nana Mouskouri Christmas album for Simon and Garfunkel's Bookends, Bert Kaempfert

and his Orchestra for the Tijuana Brass and the Tijuana Brass for the Mormon Tabernacle

Choir, which in turn displaced Patsy Cline's Greatest Hits The chesterfield cushions were

assembled into a makeshift shelter, three walls and a roof, with room enough for one of the

Children to crouch inside. Someone found the extra toilet paper, unravelling, alternately

weaving and draping the roll across the room, around lamps and over hanging plants in a

style, much to Serendipity's delight, resembling Ckistmas-tree garland, as she would discover

upon her return from the kitchen after the restoration of the light.

"Surprise!" the Children cried in unison.

"Well, deck the halls!" Serendipity exclaimed. "Carl, come in here, did you see this?"

This is where I come in. From the minute I walked into the cluttered living-room I

knew they were the Children of Men, seeing as several of them had the words emblazoned

on the back of their leather jackets. Everyone, including Carl and Serendipity, was milling

around, ill at ease at the new dynamic my presence introduced so late in the evening. The

Children looked at me direly-I understood that with the surprise expended, the parfy felt like
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it was already over. ln this gaze it was apparent that the true, virulent nature of the Children

ofMen had been lost in the course of their visit. To lighten the mood, I mentioned to them

that I liked their bikes, which were parked in front of Carl's house. It actually looked quite

sharp how they párked them all in a row, diagonal to the curb. In response, one of the

Children even showed me, albeit reluctantly, his signed doctor's note exempting him from the

mandatory helmet law. He kept the paper folded up in a plastic compartment in his wallet:

Mr. M- should not be required to wear head protection

while operating a motorcycle due to a bad neck.

Dr. J. P. B_

Gretna, Man.

In the confusion at the moment of my appearance, the Children, having been drained

sufficiently of any particular resolve, saw in me a reason to leave, someone to take their place

inthe relentless cycle of conversation, food, and silence. Irresolute as they were, I could see

by their desperate looks that they had had their fill. The Children of Men were no empty

vessels ready to be pushed around in whatever whimsically chosen direction; their sheer

voluminousness, individually, let alone en ntasse, too great to accept any external influence,

precluded this possibility, particularly after the added inertia of the evening's festivities.

Having noticed this state of the Children of Men, it came as a shock to watch the ease with

which Serendipity brought them back under her control.
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Before the boldest among them could signal the rest to move for the door,

Serendipity, still trying her best to be hospitable, took advantage of their reluctance to act,

and motioning with a seductive, sweeping arm, a gesture picked up apparently from Carl's

histrionics, brought the Children together in a circle on the living room floor. \ilhen they

were all sitting cross-legged, having coaxed their knees into place with gentle, but forceful

hands, Serendipþ began what she termed one frnal lesson on the fine art of wrapping things

up.

"A gft is always a gift for the giving. It's the surprise you expected all along. It's the

thought that counts-this has nothing to do with shock value. You shake the box to assure

yourself of what's inside, but what matters is the packaging-the wrapping paper, that is."

As she continued, the confused looks and doubting expressions on the faces of the Children

of Men eased into responsive smiles and bobbing heads. "Okay, think about it. Everyone

might know about something. When they all keep quiet you've got yourself a secret. But it's

only a secret if everyone knows and no one says a word." This insight was greeted with an

increasingly vigorous consensus of nods.

"Well, have you got the goods?" she asked the Children innocently. "The long wait,

the customary period of purification, is not about to be over. Getting to the end just means

starting it once more." That's what Serendipity told the Children of Men, connecting

meanwhile the edges of the wrapping paper with another piece of Scotch tape.

"Rub it, and poo[, it disappears," she demonstrated. "Just like that. Seamless." They

went along with her instructions, each in turn ripping off a piece of tape from the plastic

dispenser and applying it with their thick fingers to the edge of the paper, a second layer
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which now covered the package. The most inquisitive of them looked closely at the left-over

fingerprints that refused to vanish.

"Keep in mìnd, a gift is always a gift."

The Children clustered uncomfortably around the door waiting for the signal from the

boldest, "Well, I think we, we're, we will . . ."

"You're not going already, are you? So soon? I just started more coffee, and there's

some hot water for tea if vou don't care much for caffeine this late in the evenins. "

After one quick cup of coffee the whole process started once more at the door. I

would here describe in detail, perhaps by employing a simile, the discomfiture which this

dilatory invitation brought to the faces of the Children of Meq their reluctance to accept the

frestrly-filled mugs, and the unprecedented haste with which they gulped their coffee; but all

of this would go to support, and unnecessarily extend, an already-clarified point. Once again,

no hint of any unsavory intention could be detected in the tired eyes of the Children. An

unwavering desire to leave had replaced the original thought to attain the key to the package

which contained the allusive and ever-elusive weieht.

"Nã, axtdee."

"Okay, bye-bye."

"Good-night."

"Kontnt wada. Come again."

"Yes, yes. Obajo. Ofcourse. W.e will."
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AstheChildrenofMenpulledontheirboots,IaskedCarlhowhewas.

,,I feel great,Lost a few pounds, all for the better. Light as a daisy, fresh as a whistle'"

These frivolous words raised my suspicions of his true hurt, a concealed cuckold fear' at his

wife,s surprising betrayal, which on second thought may not be that unanticipated' having

come from the likes of Serendipity'

SolongastheChildrenwerepresent,nootherwordspassedbetweenus.Whenwe

were alone together, I, looking at my cousin and meeting the eyes of the face that was like

a fine mask, oPened a conversation'

"What would you say if I had it' the weight' I mean?"

,,Youdon,t,though.,,Carl,alwayssostraight;foreverinthepresent,orworse,the

past.Herefusedtoleaveanyroomforpotentialitiesorpossibilities.

,,come on, carl," I prodded, prompting him to play along with my hypothetical scene'

,,what if I came in that door like this?" At that I rose from the arm chair' taking two steps

back. straightening up, I strode forward, overexaggerating something close to an English

accent:,,Ihavecomeback,sir,asyouanticipate,pursuingtheobjectthattookmeaway'It

carried me into great and unexpected peril; but it is a sacred object' and if it had canied me

to death I hope it would have sustained me'"

,,sustained me, fuabian sea, apogee," was the only response I could elicit' carl's

technique of diverting conversation with what he thought were witty, often rhy.ning, non

sequiturscould on occasion be annoying, despite forming an essential, and ultimately

forgivable, Part of his charm'
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"Not to death," I said with a new inflection, finishing the scene by playing opposite

myself, "it is not necessary to say, to death."

"Then I would have listened for your name on the radio over morning coffee," Carl

added at the mention of death and dying. We both understood, and laughed together at the

burden of this remark, a reference to a voice we had heard from our earliest days: funeral

announcements, 9:15 a.m. weekdays on Radio Southern Manitoba, the finality of death

recorded, every story an obituary.

"Just one question, Carl-what attracted you to her in the first place? Serendipity, I

mean.tt

"She gives me back what I've been missing all along," mused Carl, absentmindedly

caressing the wallpaper, an arabesque of embossed velvet, which made a lovely counterpoint

to the wicker wall-hangings and the plastic fern suspended in macramé.
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The Foundations of the Bowling Alley

[A shopping centre] appeals instead to a dream of
plenitude and ofa paradoxrcally absolute yet expansive
self-suffrciency: a country town (if not 'male') paranoia
seeking reassurance that nothing is lackrng in this one

spot.

Meaghan Morris, "Things to do with shopping centres"

The frrst contingent of Bergthal and Kleine Gemeinde
immigrants arrived at the junction of the Rat and Red
Rivers, nea¡ the present-day town of Niverville, on 15

August 1874. Their journey had iasted six weeks. After
several days of shopping in Winnipeg, the group rehrrned
to the convergence ofthe rivers.

Esther Epp-Tíessen, Altona: The Story of a Prairie Town

TF{E SHoPPING MALL, an image of avarice, the hoarding place of society's riches, a

contemporary cave of the forry thieves, over forty shops and seryices-for good reason this

is the site from which I choose to speak. Deriving from a quest earlier outlined, one of a

decidedly personal nature, my prose, so rooted, is intended to emerge from behind my humble

autobiographical confines to speak with a broader Public Voice, an intention which you,

Discerning Reader, will surely come to identify.

I don't mean to make of this image more than it is. The reader is most certainly

familiar with this sight in the suburban landscape, the monolithic fortress with cathedral

ceilings and labyrinthine passages lined with wares of all description. By bringing the

shopping centre into the realm of well-made and readable narrative, I tend toward an old

model: the besieged maiden in the castle tower. In this case, as you'll see, she'Il be gone

before the construction is complete.
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"Olr, please. Get back down to earth." This was the voice of Carrie commenting on

an earlier version of this, her story, before she had even told me the ending. "It's not really

much of a story-you're already blowing it out of proportion," Carrie protested in her

understated way, the characteristic reticence to admit what was already visible-namely, the

earnestness, resonance, and obvious centrality of her character. These sensibilities,

precipitated by her presence to the surrounding scene, had once attracted my attention, and

much before that had prompted all the improbable events which would follow.

"I'm not the only one for whom life meets melodrama," I responded, recalling for her

her own bout with theatricality. As she had already told me, Carrie, in her final year of high

school, had developed a taste for fabrics which would hang in thick, sculptured folds over the

contours ofher body. She had periodically appeared in such statuesque poses, at school, and

later, on the Main Street sidewalt mystifiing the old men habitually watching traffic from the

window of Clae's Restaurant.

She accepted the reminder with visible embarrassment, admitting, "It was all I could

think of at the time. Kind of a cheap way to make myself special."

I can still trace-despite her denials-the vestiges of neoclassical beauty in Carrie's

face. She no longer tries to make such a spectacle of herself. There really is no need for it,

especially considering her employer's strict dress code. But it was through this veil of fortrel

slacks and an equally functional perma-iron shirt that her beauty-the subtle shaping of her

arm and the curve of her breast-first struck my eye. At that time, when I stood before her

as I ordered a muffin and small coffee (for she was employed to sell such items), my thoughts
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\¡/ere as follows. the vision of a medieval sculptor with an eye for the Art of Antiquity, or

better yet, the epiphany of a Burne-Jones or Rossetti upon spotting a classical goddess among

the London working-class. For them, I seem to recall, big hands were the thing. Carrie's

hands are nothing special-in fact, it \ryasn't physical beauty per se that caught my attention;

her striking impression was created simply by way of posture, the calculated and practised

manner in which she carried hersell a stance which, as was clear to me, represented her

intrinsic individualism. She walked with not so much grace as confidence, a posture I

identified wher¡ on her coffee-breaks, she strode up to where I sat. Here, at what became our

usual location in the food court, at one of the awkwardly-arranged tables with built-in seats,

the whole struchlre bolted to the floor, we conversed, or I wrote and she read, often having

arrived with reading material under her arm, a book fantastical and futuristic-Earth Factor

X, or something of that sort.

Before I go any further, I must make explicit my motivations, if for no other reason

than to meet the ends of equanimity. I say equanimity, owing to the fact that the story told

is not the story of the teller-a fact which necessitates that a balance and an understanding

be sought between the two, a distinction made.

Having ensured my distance from the remainder of the narrative, at most symbolic of

my ov/n experience, I free myself to put forward these details: This story takes its origins

from a chance encounter, an instance of an all-too-common crossing-of-paths with an

individual who later becomes a principal in the on-going drama of one's existence, if for a

brief, but portentous, time. This was the case with the intriguing and lovely character to
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whom you, Dedicated Reader, have already been introduced, the beguiling and free-thinking

Caroline, or Carrie.

Our fi¡st encounter produced in my mind such a malady as will often strike young men

of an imaginative temper, The problem arose as follows: I could not get her out of my head.

By no means do I want to insinuate with this admission that I was caught up in anything so

base as Blind Obsession; the complexity of her character and the limitless depth of her beauty

called for more than a superficial fascination, as these immeasurable qualities still do. As

such, my interest in her was an all-encompassing absorption in an individual with whom I

could identifu, around whom I could speak unabashedly, and yet a figure elusive enough to

hold rapt, for the time, my attention. This state of mind, this Romance, as one might call it,

ended simply enough at the very instant she told me much more than I ever would have

wished to know.

"You shameless shit," Carrie said accusingly, looking up from my manuscript. At

these meetings, she would not cease her relentless criticisms, even after I assured her that

what she had seen was not a final draft. At the moment she was dwelling on the ease with

which I appropriated actual events, twisting them, as she said, to suit my own ends. "Just slap

on the any-resemblcmce-to-actual-persons-living-ordead-Ìs-coincidental clause and go your

merry way?"

I replied, as only I could, that what she suggested was my plan exactly. "It's the

writer's prerogative and my saving grace," I added as an afterthought. Then half-jokingly, for

it wasn't my place to question the origin of someone's name, particularly one changed to suit

her own desires, I asked Carrie why she didn't choose Princess Leia instead of Carrie Fisher,
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"Caroline, Lynne, Leia . . . It would seem to be a logical progression."

"I just liked the sound of it. Caroline, Carrie. As simple as that. A brighter vowel,

a big improvement. Nothing deeper."

Receiving this noncommittal reply, I pressed her further on the issue, and in so doing

crossed a self-imposed limitation, a line drawn before I began this project. What I had

pledged to do was avoid the annoying inquisitiveness of a persistent journalist; by steering

clear of this position, sustain the tone of a sympathetic, ever-compassionate narrator, not

stooping to haggle over facts, sources, and motivations as much as possible. In any case, this

is when I got out of Carrie the whole story, or at least that part of which concerned itself

specifically with her name and the origin and selection thereof.

This is when she filled me in about Star Wars with a degree of proficiency in the

minutiae of popular culture which I would never have guessed she possessed. "There's this

scene, you see, near the end when Mark Hamill-playing Luke Skywalker-gets confused.

In character he calls Leia 'Carrie'. The continuity editor missed it completely. Totally

hilarious." As she spoke Carrie twisted her fingers tkough her hair, lifting the dishevelled

fistfuls over her ears. Again the unfathomable smile appeared on her lips, her eyelids a little

weary, before she concluded, "It's the character mistaken for the real-life actress that really

gets me."

On the day of the unveiling, the maiden voyage of her new appearance, Carrie began

by remarking that, "Lots of people get their names from movie stars," a train of argument by

which, as I am told, she convinced everyone that she had actually been named after Carrie
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Fisher. She had practiced the stance for weeks, watching herself in the mirror behind the door

of her parents' bedroom-her weight concentrated on one firrnly planted leg, the other poised

lightly to the side. Now not one person realized the obvious anachronism, the historically

verifiable fact that'her mother had chosen the name Caroline at least a decade before the

release of Star Wars and the first appearance of Ms. Fisher as Princess Leia. To compound

the conftsion, not one person had been adroit enough to make the simple connection between

the futuristic neoclassicism of the science fiction epic and the clearly inspired posture which

Canie had assumed.

"It's Carrie, actually," she replied without hesitation to those who addressed her by

her now-discarded Given Name.

"What's the diff?" friends asked, "it's really the same thing," then adding, to

complement their puzzled looks, "Why are you standing so funny?"

Teachers repeated their questions with a revision, "Alright, then, Carrie ,"

obliging what they assumed to be adolescent flightiness, insolence, or the following of some

obscure fad.

No one would acknowledge the new depth, the all-encompassing change in

Carrie-her posture and clothes, her new-found selÊconfidence, and, the most radical change

which had already begun to take effect, the unmistakable glow radiating from her once-plain

complexion. Perhaps this, the most striking revision, was the hardest to accept. A young

woman could change her clothes, even buoy up her emotions with positive thinking, or more

likely by a pleasant turn of events-but flesh remade into spirit, a once average-looking girl

with a countenance resembling the finest of sculptures, \ryas too much to be believed. Perhaps
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this is why no one had let on their unsurpassed astonishment.

Of course the entire town knew of the suspicious circumstances of her birth, and,

being the eminent'gossips they were, suspected the worst. The small facts of their

unexplained whispers, condescending gazes, and the unbearably slow service from the drug

store cashier only intensified the isolation Carrie already felt-her distance from the city, the

inadequacies of the prairie town, and the terrible compulsion to remain within those bounds.

To make matters worse, surely she and I were the last to be let in on the secret. It was a

haggard, old woman who lived in the Altona Units, a woman Carrie had always known as her

Grandmother, who spilled the beans at the mention of my name.

She is my sister. That's the long and the short of it. Anyone would take such a

revelation with surprise, even shock; it gave me pause, but that was all. How should I be

implicated by actions over which I had no control, by a forgotten, grafted, gnarled branch of

the Recksiedler family tree, and by a similarly twisted Miscalculation of Fate, the

consequences of which were hidden from my sight? As for Carrie, having already lived the

entirety of her life without this knowledge, its late introduction seemed, aside from a brief,

understandable outburst, to have made little change in her routine. Having absolved myself

of any guilt in the matter, I find it nonetheless symbolic that she who was unknown to me has

become, for all intents and purposes, the fountain-head of this story, the source of it all.

Again, in the aim of equanimity, this is merely background information. Just so you know

with whom you're dealing.
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"It's the same deal, your standard case of mistaken identity," Carrie told me, nodding

her head, as if I should agree without hesitation. In light of the strange coincidence, our

obscured familial connectior¡ Carrie suggested that her relationship with me was just another

version of what had already happened. "Either you're Boba Fett or Luke Sþwalker," she

persisted in her argument, "I can't decide." It was clear to me that the subtle circularity of her

youthful experiences perpetuated their influence. I told her this.

Canie ignored my cofiIment, unwarrantedly, bringing me further into her guilry circle.

"You'd probably look good in one of those old suits," she added, patting my shoulders as if

she was taking measurements.

She eventuaþ gave up her accusing tone when I admonished her for implicating me

in the ill will she had once felt. I asked Canie, rhetorically, whether I had ever done anything

to harm her, for I was certainly not part of her story, one of that number who had tried to

isolate her, take away her autonomy, as she seemed to imply. My story was not dependent

on hers, and in return, I was not about to be dressed up as a model of her unpleasant

memories.

Gliding up to the doors of the Post Office, Carrie, in her new dress, passed a family

friend, a Mr. R-, whom she greeted with her brighter-than-usual smile. At that hour of the

afternoon the Post Office was the meeting place for all manner of local residents; her presence

there was unavoidable-as duty dictated, weekdays after school Carrie was expected to pick

up her Grandmother's mail.

"f see you're sporting a new look, young Miss Giesbrecht," he replied, unobservant
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of more than cosmetic, superfrcial concerns.

It was a local businessmaq a few steps behind Mr. R-, who perceived her revamped

form as a disturbing foreignness, alien to what might be expected. He looked Canie in the

eye as he approachell, displaying a wry halÊsmile, as was expected behaviour in the familiarity

ofthe small town. If he would have followed through on these expectations he should have

turned away at the appropriate moment, just before offering a greeting, so as not to

acknowledge her presence too fully, thus encouraging arrogance and pride. Instead, the

respectable gentleman's gaze remained on Carrie as she passed, even to the point of requiring

him to turn his head to watch her enter the Post Ofüce doors. It was he who later began the

murmurings which became the widespread criticism of Carrie's New Look, what was horribly

misinterpreted, and commonly labelled, her specious appearance, her over-stretching of

propriety; she was called a show-ofi a city-slicker in the making-terms which would

resurface only a day later at a meeting of the Altona and District Chamber of Commerce. Her

demure, saintly expression, equated with the cosmopolitan world ofthe Big City, would shake

fear into the hearts of community leaders and local politicians.

"Aslrye can see, the temptations of the world, the city, are so great that our children

are moving away from town before they finish High School. Not in body, but moving away

in their heads." So read the minutes, dated Monday, June24,1985. As recorded, one Mr.

F-, our previously-mentioned businessman, had stated the problem precisely in a question,

"Ifthis trend isn't stopped, who will be left for our future?" This pointed comment brought

to the table the mafter of local young people, their loyalty to the area, and incentives for them

to stay, a discussion which periodically returned to the recent transformation of our
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protagonist, Carrie.

The meeting closed with the general agreement that something had better be done

about these encroaching foreign sensibilities.

"Find a way to tame their rebellious spirits."

"We've got to nip this in the bud before it gets out of hand."

These suggestions became a final motior¡ the last order of the evening, accepted with

an immediate and unanimous response, which proposed that a series of special meetings be

arranged to deal specifically with this unique and urgent issue. And hence, the President of

the Chamber of Commerce, the Reeve, the Mayor, and Councillors from both the Rural

Municipality and Town alike would fume, scheme, debate, and plan during Monday-evening

meetings at the Red Carpet Restaurant for fourteen straight weeks, beginning in July, 1985.

What initiatives, they would ask, could keep the young people whose minds-indeed their

very souls-were set on higher goals, from leaving a community which could admittedly offer

few of the luxuries and extravagancies provided by city living, such as movie theatres, roller

rinks and chain restaurants with all-you-can-eat menus?

"Those assholes," she revealed, meaning the commztnily of her birth, "turned me into

whatever they wanted to see. " Though a mere misinterpretation of style had started

everything, Carrie tried to assure me that her choice of wardrobe was no rebellious gesture.

"I was just trying something different," she suggested.

Upon uttering these words she had not yet realized the special something which sets

apart the true individual, Her surface features were indeed an unconscious expression of a
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beautiful soul. In short, it was by way of style that Carrie aspired, however inadvertently, to

bestow her physical form with the exquisite garments and delicate expression which would

lift her body from the murþ, dun-coloured world of small-town Manitoba.

"You know'for yourself I'm no fashion model," interjected our protagonist. As I had

come to expect, Carrie again expressed without hesitation her reservations towards my

manuscript, particularly with respect to my characterization of her as a shining symbol of

purity, a damsel beset by P/autdietsch dragons. "Nope . . . no . It wasn't llke that." To these

protests I responded, glibly, I'11admit, that she should let her hair down, not get so defensive

about a story.

"You're quite demanding for a character who has already selected her own name," I

added.

This is the history of a long mistake, this which I unfurl before your eyes. Imagine a

detailed timeline, a fold-out chart, which, upon close analysis repeats itself, swallows up its

own progression in self-consuming vainglory. That's the lesson: that which goes nowhere

has kept going for far too long. I hope it is not too bold of me to say, I am the free-spirit

escaped from such a strain of endless repression. What I speak of is exactly what I've left

beh-¡d.

The summer of Carrie's transformation was in no need of another extraordinary and

important event; yet for some reason it was then that young people, teenagers, obliged

themselves to add to the confusion. They forwent their accepted clothing, some quite stylish

and up-to-date in its own right, and began wearing what can best be described as Old Order
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Amist', dark clothing, staunctrly cut and fastened with hooks and eyes instead of buttons and

zippers.

The story went that the local thrift store had received a surplus of these dreary suits,

enough to fül all aváilable hangers and racks, while many more, a tincture of age lending them

a delicate tinge of greeq remained in storage. Nor were matching hats in short supply. From

this storehouse came an unprecedented stench of mothballs, mingled with an age-old smell,

the stale, fading remnants of body odour radiating from the arm-pits and crotches of so many

heavy wool jackets and pants. The medicinal smell of a grandparent's washroom, a collage

of Raleigh products, Wonder Oil and greasy-smelling salve, led this olfactory assault.

The strange shift in youth style, a phenomenon not uncommon in rural areas, was, for

once, accepted graciously by most parents and community leaders. A question was

nonetheless raised over coffee at the Valley Grill whether these cosrumes, comparable to the

dress of American sects, were actually a good influence on the youth of the community? A

retired farmer, lifting the brim ofhis cap, readied himselfto express the fears of many of those

present. "Where is the connection to our own Russian-Mennonite heritage?" he wondered

aloud.

This doubt was silenced by a voice of reason from among those present, the voice of

a pastor from one of eleven local churches: "The clothes which we identify as Amish," he

mentioned, "are in actuality, through a strict adherence to biblical principles and an adamant

refusal to be swayed by worldly fashions, the authentic dress of a seventeenth-century

European farmer. This knowledge," the pastor concluded, "should allow us to see the

movement among our young people as a highly intuitive return to roots deeper than even we
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generally acknowledge." His authoritative words reassured those who had once doubted, a

feeling which pervaded the entire community when the style of the dark suits spread from

town to the farm youth themselves.

In no time it was all the rage for those between the ages of fourteen and eighteen to

purchase an Amish-style suit which they would wear, understandably, religiously, even under

the infernal July sun. Hearing this part of the story, I expected that a style observed with this

scrupulousness and attention to detail must have had consequences-surely this costuming

reflected changing attitudes, a nev/ commitment to traditional ways. It came as no surprise

when Carrie intimated as much. "All the kids started bad-mouthing me, calling meweltlijch

or something. Then telling me to put on a suit. "They totally picked up on this look-a

parental thing-when they started dressing-up. "

With this introduction, Carrie took on an age-old expression, one which I must

confess momentarily returned me to a purposely-misplaced souvenir, a memory of guilt. It

was this disheartening face, ingrained in the memory of a culture, which I had seen countless

times worn by people of like background, though separated by years and geography, a face

which transmits exasperatior¡ disappointment, and the expectation of contrition with a clarity

far surpassing the most powerful of radio stations. It went like this: a ponderous inhalation,

followed by a downward glance, an optional blink, all of which wound up to a final, knock-

out look of consternation. I was taken aback for but a moment. when I realized that Carrie

was merely impersonating those who had once opposed her.

"I didn't think you had it in you," I said.
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It would be safe to assume that for weeks community leaders had been masked in the

same troubled expressions. Meeting endlessly, the Special Committee on Economic

Development continued to take its bearings from the image of the speciously-cosmopolitan

young woman in the midst of their town.

"I've heard she thinks she's in a movie," a M¡. J- reported.

In the space of a month, a general agreement had been reached that, in order to keep

the youth at home, they would have to be kept satisfied. "We've got to bring what they want

right here," said Mr. F-, tapping his index finger on the table. "What we need," he

continued, raising himself slightly out of his chair, "is a shopping centre."

A rural councillor, Mr. H-, appealed to rural sensibilities. "Why should we

encourage them to come to town? Maybe the problem will take care of itself. These kids

know what's riqht."

As was clear to all those present, he was referring to the newly-sprouting

conservatism, the farmer-style of dress among a growing number of young people.

Our Mr. F-, not to be outdone, responded that, "Unless we go to town on a

shopping centre, there won't be anybody left on the farm."

The social division between town and country, the bane of any rural community, and

bar to all social progress, left the question of the encroaching city unanswered. And so the

next editorial page of the Red River Vølley Echo took up the cause of human progress,

heralding the new spirit of united effort between local businessmen and their determination

to revamp the town's shopping district. The shopping centre plan was called a big surge

forward for the cultural and economic development of the area, the fruits of the spirit of
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financial cooperation. To further excite public interest, the paper reported that the plan for

the mall even involved a bowling alley, making the site into a place of many healthy pastimes.

Suitably, the chosen land included a properfy which had held an earlier version of a local

bowling alley. Lon$ since demolished, the foundations of this forgotten structure remained,

and one day would become incorporated verbatim into the new parking lot.

As fantasticalas these developments may seem to you, Gentle Reader, do not let them

distract you from the greater aims of this narrative. Keep prominent in your thoughts the

illustrative nature of this tale, that this almost implausible reality speaks of experiences greater

than merely those of the protagonist, however extraordinary she may be in her own right.

With these cautions in mind we return to that now distant time and place to see the

lovely Canie that late-August evening enjoyrng her after-supper walk. Her pronounced steps

would have displayed more gaiety and sprightliness than usual as they brought her nearer the

parking lot of the Co-op Store where, to her surprise, she beheld a gathering of those in dark

suits. Our heroine's battery was certainly levelled at those who contested her actions; though,

I believe, she herself scarce yet knew her own intention, but if she had any design of spurring

her antagonists on, she now succeeded.

The dissemblers had been awaiting her arrival, surrounding her now in a collective

motion which produced a curious scene, the image of which can only be described as poetic,

an image which reduces the necessity of my explicatory intrusion. "Change from your dress

of vanity," they called out to her, "and put on the suit of goodness."

A few specifics say it all: the homogeneity of the suited-ones, the marked contrast of
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the many to the one, a. contrast which served to accent the resplendent face in the centre, itself

highlighted by the glowing diaphanous gown worn by our heroine. Clearly, Carrie was up

against an entire lineage of domineering fathers, of silent guilt in all its varieties, and a

measureless conteinpt for all things corporeal. By extension, this symbolism implied an

endless succession ofProgressive Conservative re-elections, unscrupulous business practices

by supposed church members, unchecked use of soil-destroying fertilizers, along with any

number of related vices sanctioned by tradition. The whole lot there assembled were no

exception. For the time being they exhibited the precise, but anach¡onistic, image of their

fathers.

Harsh words echoed their severe countenances. "This is going to hurt me more than

it hurts you," they could be heard saying in voices growing raspy with a shortness of breath

commonly associated with old age. They spoke words once forgo tten, oolreeme, schacht

jriwe. At this signal, many of the suited-ones pulled forth from hidden folds and inside

pockets all varieties of the implements and devices of discipline, most popularly, leather belts,

hair brushes, and wooden spoons. Again words of admonishment arose from between

strained breaths, "We don't want to have to do this," and less mercifully, "but you're not too

old for it yet. "

A country-gospel group was, at that very moment, setting up their sound system

behind the Credit Union. Their presence downtown on a Friday Night was a regular

occurrence, common knowledge to which several of those in dark suits appeared oblivious,

watching suspiciously as microphone stands were adjusted. On this evening alone, it was

said, the goup omitted its standard meditation which detailed the \ilorkings of The Lord and
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The Way to Salvation, an omission made with respect to the particularly pious appearance

ofthose assembled. Instead, the guitarist, likewise dressed in Sunday-best, announced that

cassette copies of their music would be available for purchase after the performance, then

turned to count offfour down-beats with his right hand to bring the group into their first

number.

The patient, black cloud of perturbation, all the walled-up energy, the force of

tradition, admonition, chastisement, gentle correction, all the removed belts, the unsparing

rods; all of this held back as they awaited Carrie's repentance from her worldly ways.

"Lord Vaders," Carrie addressed this stern-faced bunch quite matter-of-factly, "I'll

never reveal to you the location of the Rebel Base." Despite her strenglh of will to humour

them and the determination with which she spoke, those in the back of the quietly watching

crowd could not hear her pointed words for the relentless strains of amplified music.

Those who had heard Carrie's words reacted with stifled laughter at her ill-timed

quotation, a phrase which fit the mood of the moment less than Carrie herself blended into

the crowd. The bewildered faces of the suited-ones who had missed the daring joke shifted

back to their now standard stem expressions. They wasted no time condemning foolish grins.

Tempers rose and jostling forearms reinforced verbal barbs. All pacifistic ideals were

forgotten as clenched fists emerged from the long sleeves of ill-fitting suits. The violence

unleashed in the struggle that followed only dissipated after several of those involved

experienced an unremitting flow of blood from noses duly served with severe blows.

No mention of this altercation was made in the local press. The only known witnesses

watched incredulously from sheltered seats in cars parked along Fourth Avenue East between
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Main and Second Street North-East, as was the accepted place and posture to eat ice cream

on a Friday night.

News of thê above scene added an urgency to the agenda of the weekly committee

meetings. These young people, dabbling in their adolescent frivolity with ideas and a style of

dress more serious than they acknowledged, were not what they had once appeared to be.

The President ofthe Chamber of Commerce expressed his dismay, echoing the public temper

in a heart-felt speech: "As is clear from recent events, our youth these days are beset by a

legion of temptations, temptations our forefathers would never have imagined as they stepped

offthe steamboat at the junction of the Rat and Red Rivers so long ago." Having gathered

the attention of those present, he resumed his harangue, listing relevant examples of

temptations, among them. Secular Humanism in the classroom, Illicit Drugs infiltrating

school-yards, Violence and Licentiousness in movies and television, Acid Rock albums

available in the local record store, and Minor Hockey tournaments scheduled on Sundays.

To demonstrate the effectiveness of this campaign against the children he went on to cite, for

the record, observable ramifications of these evils: declines in Sunday School attendance,

rampant materialism, lack of discipline, and general rebelliousness.

"How can we allow these seductions and abominations to continue in our midst?" the

President of the Chamber of Commerce asked. Pausing for a moment to allow all those

present to consider his question, he concluded with an example purposely left to the end for

concerns of rhetorical conviction: "Yes, even Demonism and the Worship of Satan goes

unchecked in the basement of our own High School."
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This final comment swayed the few remaining dissenters and secured the future of a

downtown shopping centre, the frrst of its kind in rural Manitoba. These words which

instigated such an innovative, even revolutionary, gesture were no exaggeration. As Carrie

assured me, all thát the President of the Chamber of Commerce had suggested was true:

Demonism and the Worship of Satan had, and in all likelihood were still taking place in the

basement of the High School. "Ajanitor once found a dead rat with a crucifix stuck through

its heart." she said.

That's how everything ended. The Red River Valley Echo records that a few weeks

later, on October 7, i985, the promise was fulfilled, relevant documents marked with the

required signatures, the future secured for the first shopping centre in rural Manitoba. The

meeting had to adjourn early, for several of those present were attending a production of live

theatre-an adaptation of The Shunning-which began at7 .30 p.m., but the consensus had

already been given. Undeniably, this sprawling suburban monolith, an obvious image of all

worldly excess, the shopping centre, would be tamed, domesticated, and brought safely into

the country.

Carrie and I were strolling down a wide corridor as she finished her story. As she

described these final scenes we continued to play one of her favourite games. spot-the-

country-people, as she called it.

"There's one," she said, interrupting herself to point at a sharply-dressed \ryoman

walking out of Eaton's. "That's Forty-Love-you'r€ not doing so well this round."

The fact of the matter was that at this game she had much greater expertise than I, not
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to mention the value of herrecent experience as arural expatriate. "If you see somebody

trying really hard to fit in," she had once said, "then you've got one." Carrie had been

outlining for me her taxonomy of mall patrons. "They've got to look too close to what you'd

expect, but not overboard. Country people just in for a shopping trip are too easy."

We continued walking and Carrie went on to describe how she had moved to

Winnipeg that Fall. "Everything calmed down," she confessed, "but I could tell that nobody

was about to forget. So that's when I picked up and left."

What I wanted to reply was that, considering the evidence, it was obvious to me that

she had always been intended for the city But I held my tongue, for I had come to

understand her sensitivities, the remaining youthful memories which had not yet been

overshadowed by her difficult reality.

"That's it, finished. That's the story," Carrie turned to me to speak these, her

concluding words. Pausing unknowingly in front of the window of a women's clothing store,

she assumed her customary posture. She seemed to look to me for some response, a wide-

eyed request for reassurance from her older brother, the pater familias of sorts, the only one

she knew, that all was well, perhaps an implied apology for what she assumed from the start

to be a story lacking in appeal.

"You've got me all wrong," she said, misinterpreting my look of concern

At a loss for words, I pointed Canie towards the sharply-dressed mannequins standing

behind her. She grimaced and shook her head at the apparitions of herself in earlier days.

After a few moments of an uncomfortable silence she reminded me again to make the changes

she had suggested for the story. Then, pulling back her cuffto glance at her watch, she said,
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"I guess I should get back." With this Carrie waved a curt good-bye and returned to finish

her shift.
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lr[ude in a Landscape

Stories about places are makeshift things. They are

comoosed with the world's debris.

Michel de Certeau, "Walking in the City"

Iannrwo oNTHE scENE to see Don Sawatzþ holding a fishing rod and sitting beside a case

ofbeer, his back against a fallen tree. Following the thin, nylon line with my eyes only to lose

it in the darkness of the river, I wondered how he'd catch anything after sunset.

"Nite-glo wrigglers," he said, nodding submissively as he anticipated my question.

Then he offered me a drink: "There's only one left. It's yours."

A few minutes passed as we watched the current in silence. Abruptly, he began

confiding in me, a stranger, details of his personal life, with the naive trust only found in the

country, a confessional impulse bolstered, in this case, by excessive drink. He told me of his

dilemma, his indecision between country and city. "I can't go home again," he stated

unequivocally, then equivocated with a shrug. "But I can't get away from it," he added

despairingly, concluding his lament with a gesture towards the shadows behind him.

On closer examination I noticed an odd accumulation of furniture, bric-a-brac, and

various other household items gathered around the seated figure. I asked him from where it

all came.

"Couldn't help it," our hero sighed, "I just had to feel at home."

He had left his apartment on a Friday night, I learned, with little more than a

toothbrush, deodorant, and a Tupperware container filled with gtnger snaps and sugar cookies
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his mother had sent from home. He was still seeking solace in Nature, which, it would seem,

provided great assistance to our unlikely hero, who, though fighting roguish enemies visible

only inside himself and fighting in a posture that would seem at first glance much more like

acquiescence, truly'needed all the help he could get.

"I'm not going anywhere till I work it out." Don Sawatzþ was adamant in his

paralysis.

Our hero's irreconcilable wavering, the churning stomach and sleepless nights of selÊ

doubt, combined with his refusal to move, were most assuredly brought on by his first taste

of the home-baked treats, their fleeting flavour soured by his recent emigration into streets

where trafüc no longer receded into silence after ten o'clock. Revisiting these experiences,

I felt compassion for the lad, deciding there and then, by taking him under my care, to direct

and advise him on matters of transition and adjustment, on viable routes out of this dark

valley, having recognized in our brave protagonist the same dyspeptic symptoms found in

many others who have traversed the same divide, the distance between country and city,

between past and future. And then I took my leave of him, without letting on that I too, had

I not cleverly escaped, would have been swallowed whole by my own past.

So I arrived promptly the next day with a book of Canadian landscape painting, a

small collection of Wordsworth's poetry, and photocopies of two of my own short stories,

which I lent to Don Sawatzþ for perusal at his leisure, even including for convenience a

plastic bread-bag to guard the precious pages from the elements for the duration of his vigil.

He looked up at me from his seat on the ground only when I nudged him with the gift, for he
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was in despair that these flowing waters at which he stared could never carry his memories

back home.

"As a symbol, it doesn't matter that it flows the \ilrong way," I told him. In this way

I attempted to offer consolation for the sorrow which had already etched its dark, brooding

lines under his youthful eyes. His adamant refusal to retreat indoors-the awkward shake of

a head, cheeks resting heavily on palms-this desperate immobility of a body parked on the

banks ofthe river, the lingering effects ofthe previous night's ale, and the resulting unchecked

exposure to the inclement spring weather had a less than favourable effect on our hero's

complexion.

"Ah how nice-a coffee-table booþ" he said, tossing the paperback to the side. This

curt acknowledgment of my thoughtful gesture proved to me the depth of his melancholy;

further prodding would be required to convince him to open a book-and then only

begrudgingly. Prompting him to peruse them, I spoke of the inspiration of the landscape and

inspired wandering, both metaphors for the Imagination. I reminded him to listen closely to

what I had to say, advising that it could come in handy.

When he had eventually made his way through the entire book of paintings, we

entered into conversation. I asked if there was anything that caught his eye.

"This one," he said, lifting the open page hesitantly towards me:

Edwin Holgate
Nude in a Landscape,

c.1929
Oil on canvas

73.7 x 91.4 cm

The female nude posed in a natural setting, her shoulders resting up against a mountainside:
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though not an example I would have chosen, this, for our hero's benefit, is where I must

begin.

"See the same lines in body and land?" I asked, pointing to the painting. "He's trying

to integrate the two." Then quickly turning to more relevant examples, I pointed out the

vivid, elemental forces in the work of A. Y. Jackson, and explained about the implied vigour

of those who enter the frame of the painting and walk head-on into the wind. This idea

seemed to focus my listener's wandering attention.

"Writing's like walking," I said, proceeding to my main point-"Every word takes

another step away. "

I continued to describe in great detail my own style of writing to the now attentive

Don Sawatzþ. I told him that my glance passes quickly over that which I already

know-people, places, quaint pastoral settings, and the like-moving forward to a more

profound perspective, a geography only discoverable within. To be succinct for the moment,

to pause from my zealous traversal of the page, from my gam-rlous traipsing across

geographical memories, I pointed out the simple fact. "Symbols matter more than the actual

place. "

By way of illustration, I made reference to his own ancestors. They, these

adventurous forerunners, entered a land devoid of strictures and restraints, a land open to the

imagination, to new'ùiays. Surrounded by near-infinite possibilities, and expectant, open

spaces, they arrived only to move onto the same side of the road they had always lived on,

in towns given the same names they had left behind-recapitulation with no variety, historical

ditto-marks-a case of monotone, incestuous repetition. Clingrng to the pant-legs of the past,
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the country town exudes the torpor of tradition, a tension which holds it together in the

middle of empty spaces: this is precisely what I said to Don Sawatzþ still seated attentively

on his outdoor chesterfield.

This tale itsélf may seem to be couched in strong language, the bygone style of great

books. So much the better. I'll grant this much: my words buffer me from the past, a

cushion from the pique ofunwanted memories. As I step forward from this rhetorical parlour

I imagine Henry Fielding, or someone of the sort-a person of quality-matching my

confident stride, tapping his cane to alternate steps as we match witty observations on current

events interspersed with a running conìmentary on those conimon people we pass on the

street.

"Try it, speak for yourselq" I told him, implying how liberating the entire exerclse

would be, how far away he would get from the constricting memories that still crowded his

head. "Like walking into an empty landscape, ahorizon of opportunity."

"No kidding," exclaimed Don Sawatzlq, the hesitant, doleful tone already leaving his

voice as he spoke. Doubt was replaced with amazement and expectancy, "You're not

joking-that'll do it?" Each of the characters with whom I have treated of late has exhibited

a remarkably similar set of symptoms. an overall insecurity, an unformed identity forever

reliant upon dictatorial fathers and overprotective mothers. With a little prompting I have

found that these hapless, misdirected sheep can be brought to replace their old props.

"Okay, here goes." In this way Don Sawatzþ began his first attempt to tell a story.

He sat up from the brooding posture in which he contemplated his relationship with the past:
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specifically, our hero must have refused the temptations of the Low German language, of

which he only possessed a smattering of phrases; and his unseemly longing for his

Grandmother's baked goods, a surplus of which were stored in the security of his parents'

home. With these thoughts in mind, he began:

The Tale of the Son as Stubborn as the Father

"Son as stubborn as the father, neither gave up any road." With the use of rather

crude body language, Don Sawatzþ now reenacted the game of chicken with his hands,

palms down.

"His name is Jake and he drives around very slowly in an orange 7976 Dodge pick-

up. Won't budge if somebody wants to pass." Don gazed unconsciously at the trees above

my head, concentrating on his words. "One time Jake's son Frank is driving down the road

to his place-keep in mind, a road with no shoulders-when along comes Jake, heading the

other way."

"Interesting. Nice idea," I said, stopping him before he went any further, so as to

provide him with a balance of criticism and encouragement.

"Some say his dad might have moved over a bit," Don seemed pleased by my support,

leaning towards me confessionally, "but he took the rear-view mirror clean off Frank's

truck-no looking back." And then his concluding line: "Sons ofbitches never gave anybody

any road."

I suspected that the tale derived from Don's despair at what I guessed to be his own

father's unflinching, unresponsive authority. When I quizzed him on exactly this point, he

hesitated, not wanting to respond one way or the other.
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Assuming from his silence an agreement, I continued my questions. "So what do you

think is meant," I shifted my ground only slightly, appearing to surrender the initiative, "when

this sort of pastoral idyll-you know, a humorous country story-is made to bear much

weightier ideas?" Of course, I referred to this whole matter with his father.

"Somebody just told it to me," Don Sawatzþ finally answered, attempting with his

words to divert the focus of attention away from himself. Seeing his intuitive tactic, I

congratulated our hero on a story well told.

"That's it exactly," I concluded, "what you want most to achieve is personal distance. "

Despite such evident progress, I often find this sort of thing a thankiess task. I refer

to the responsibility of uncovering, then deciphering the common, straightforward, and

perhaps superficial lives of my characters, before gving intelligible form to these unintelligible

materials, carrying them onward into more spacious possibilities. In repeating these stories,

the problem still faces me of recreating the spontaneity and variety that you, Sophisticated

Reader, should expect. Oniy an alternate disguising, and then revealing, of routine can

freshen our theme. But my characters will keep failing me; though by no fault of their own,

they are indifferent, often unconscious of my need for new material. Even given seasonal

variations, the endless cycles of a rural life, these lone figures on the prairie are altogether too

similar-their desires, wishes, and fears invariably returning them to the paralysis of guilt. As

such, I cannot express more fully, Dear Reader, the extent to which Don Sawatzþ struggled

to conform to type, to flesh out every lineament of his stereotyped selÊportrait.

This pattern, so obviously ready-made for our hero, would have continued to
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determine his story, were it not for the unfortunate accident which befell him, a coincidence

so strange that the delicate balances which govern the human brain were upset in such a way

as to confuse his insides with his outsides, his forgotten dreams with selÊevident realities, and

what is more pertirient, to disturb the calculated progress of my own story.

Don's tale and our highly significant epilogue ended thus: he was asleep, an open-

mouthed snore at the end of a sentence. Apparently the story took everything out of the

inexperienced teller. The point being that the energy required for his rambunctious First Try

exhausted our hero, already weakened by his sedentary, out-of-doors existence.

I looked upon his restful form amidst all the clutter, the innocent curl of hair across

his brow, knees pulled up, and arms crossed tightly over a chest moving already with the

regular rh¡hms of deep sleep-his entire body seemed to retreat into itself for comfort, an

even closer comfort than he found in all his gathered trash, those artificial souvenirs which

outlined and filled his adoptive home. One could hardly be blamed, after chancing upon this

idyllic scene, for considering the roots of, in this case, our hero's tranquility.

What I came up with was this: considering the time-of-day (mid-afternoon), the day

of the week (Sunday), and the rural theme which had just passed our hero's lips, the optimal

conditions for Meddachschlop were in place. I shook him at the shoulders and patted his

cheek, but he would not stir, obviously already engulfed in exactly what I feared. Given the

slightest chance, Don Sawatzþ, in no time at all, had surrendered to the enticing charms of

reminiscence-the smothering fantasy of home, the embrace of his mother-the temperate

dream of Meddachschlop itself. With concern for our hero foremost in my mind, I walked
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away from the scene, deciding to return only when he woke up. How little could I foresee

that this soothing drean¡ aided by unforseen circumstances, would continue its delusion after

his premature awakening !

The accident began with so frivolous an action as the careless discarding, by

unidentified individuals, of a piece of living-room furniture which had apparently outlasted

its usefulness. Left to its own devices, the chesterfield in question rolled down the riverbank

where. with its accelerated motior¡ the arm-rest met, with no lack of force, the sleeping head

of our brave protagonist. The sudden manifestation of the chesterfreld, of course, intemrpted

this tranquil scene.

A mournful cry which echoed through all the surrounding blocks called me back to

the scene I had so recently departed. A cry of such magnitude, enough to startle those behind

closed doors in nearby buildings, could only be attributed to the great surprise of one toppled

upon by an object of such proportions as a chesterfreld; yet, let us not leave the explanation

at such easy terms. The pained, melancholy tone sustained by our hero at such volume struck

me immediately as a signal of a far greater collision. As would soon become clear, it rvas

exactly what I feared. a magnification of the struggle in our hero's mìnd, a clash between time

and place, that blissful past of tranquil reminiscence landing uncushioned in the middle of the

relentless present.

The stage could have been a set design, a home recreated for just that purpose. But

as events transpired, the arrival of the sofa was essential, making a canny addition to the

housewares and home furnishings there assembled. Adding to the general disorder, it brought
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with it a feeling of completion, a last piece fallen into place. The sofa, its cushions intact,

even travelled beyond the wakened Don Sawatzþ to land upright in its adoptive natural

setting, happening, as it settled in place, to find a spot that would have satisfied the most

discerning eye versêd in interior decor. I can only guess that the homey feelings evoked by

this uniquely familiar arrangement were distinct contributors to the dream-like state from

which Don did not emerge. A veil had been rent between the forgotten home and his present

state-through this torn curtain Don saw the chesterfield as if it had fallen, with him close

behind, into his parents'living room.

Don dropped himself onto the chesterfield as I approached, somewhat dazedly

slapping the cushion beside him by way of an invitation. Speaking through a cloud of dust

billowing from the upholstery, he bid me sit down.

"Make yourseHat home," he said, crossing his legs, ankle to knee, and spreading his

'arms out along the backrest.

I obeyed cautiously, already sensing a frightening transformation in his character.

Most apparently, Don's voice had changed from its accustomed, selÊdefeated tone, to a new,

resonant assurance and authority. He had already become settled, it appeared, his more

relaxed, welcoming gestures betrayed the comforts of home, while the red mark on his

forehead, a visible remnant of the accident, was just beginning to fade. Fearing the worst

from this blow to his head, I asked the standard questions, the amnesia-suspicion routine-did

he know his name, age, where he was?

"I'm perfectly fine," he answered, growing annoyed at my concern. "In fact," he

continued, "I remember more than ever before." Without waiting for my acknowledgement,
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he kept speaking with a forcefulness and clarity that seemed strange in him.

"I've invited you here," he revealed, visible excitement flashing in his eyes, "because

I've just got the idea for another story."

I watched in disbelief as he sprang to his feet like an eager performer, only to begin

arranging other pieces of furniture around the sofa. Random, careless madness is one thing,

but the staunch, calculated behaviour which I suspected in our hero was a more distressing

prospect-strong intentions without clear thinking, a destructive combination.

"Knew this stuffwould come in handy," he said, justifying his collection of damaged

furniture and discarded trinkets. Was he not creating the possibility that, by having gathered

together an elaborate security blanket of household items, he was acting under a larger plan,

actions infnitely more calculated than what had seemed to be comparable to a nervous fidget,

his compulsion to collect.

"A simple plot, really," Don explained between breaths now strained by physical

exertiog for he was busy pushing unnecessary props off-stage. "A classic story-rebel son

takes off, strong-willed Mother tracks him down."

"Don't stray too close to your own story. It's a fine line," I warned him, trying, as

best I could to dissuade Don from a highly dangerous preface to what, as I suspected

correctly, would become a story too obviously reliant upon memory. A timely reminder, this

singular comment only served to drive Don deeper into his dream, where, to my chagrin, I

found myself struggling to avoid being pulled in.

"Okay, Mr. Know-It-All, how about this? From now on you're the prodigal son. It's

my story; I'm calling the shots."
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His skinny limbs, showing an undeniable lack of food and proper rest, were already

strained enough as he shufled the props. My offers of help were nonetheless refused for even

the heaviest ofobjects, the sofa and the refrigerator.

I questioned the efficacy of all that work to set a single scene, evoke that solitary

image.

"H.y, hey. Who's in charge here? What good director wouldn't do as much?" He

raised his voice, assuring me that all the work was worthwhile, as he angled a table to face

the imagined audience seated above us on the riverbank.

"Mom doesn't show up-not for a while," he narrated, "but anyone could tell she's

been waiting in the wings." He glanced around the set, then moved into a brief description:

"Her well-ordered living-room, now empty. Such melancholy." These words Don spoke

while setting out a stock of unfinished crafts upon the table, and draping others over cushions.

"Okay, okay, this is what I want you to do," his words spilled out visibly in front of

me, his concept for the scene becoming realized. "Your first appearance: the angry son

leaves the house. That's your cue," he whispered sharply, with a hand on each shoulder,

shoving me towards the sofa.

Tuming instinctively at the pust¡ I told him pointedly how I felt about being told what

to do.

"Defiance. Yes, exactly. That's what we need."

My tactics of avoidance, these attempts to sidetrack the progress of Don's story, were

obviously going nowhere. He was really moving home, ever closer with every word. I had

to remind myself that this was the work of the dream, the jarring of memory which reduced
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him so terribly, not the growing figure in the landscape I had come to know. Lost in

reminiscence as he was, I could only wait for his return, the eventual discarding of a costume.

I must play the part Don assigned me till he could talk himself out of the past.

"Wait, hold on," Don prompted, taking advantage of my new-found acquiesence.

"Before you go you need to leave something behind. A message for mother to brood over."

After fishing under a knitted Afghan for a scrap of paper, he asked for my pen to scratch out

this hasty note:

Mom,

Got a lot on my mind so I'm gonna hit the road

-Your 
Son

"Now put this up on the fridge," he directed, handing me a small magnet to complete

the task, planting the seed of final conflict.

Unaccustomed to this faintly embarrassing business of role-playing, I'll admit that my

frrst movements were stiff and deliberate. When Don yelled frantically for me to stop, I

recognized my error immediately. Backing up my steps, I repeated the simple gesture, this

time with ponderous, yet natural steps, my eyes straining closed to feign the approach of

tears. As the snap of the magnet fastened the note to the refügerator door, I was rewarded

with enthusiastic applause and compliments of genuine excellence, of felt conviction.

After encouragement of this sort, I must surely be on the right track. Keeping Don

huppy could only speed up the whole process, the exorcism of whatever it was that ailed him.
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As such, I became more engrossed in the role. In my attempt to play the character

realistically I would sit in absolutely silent, faked despair for lengthy periods between scenes.

I recalled, to good effect, my earlier impressions of Don Sawatzky in a similar state. 'When

I told of my inspiraiion for the role, none other than the director himself, I was stung by his

vicious retort. And yet I must take it in stride, so as to not risk further the tenuous stability,

or perhaps the gradual expulsion, of his dangerous memories. Don Sawatzþ spoke to my

keenly attentive ear, outlining his desired approach, the necessity of seeking the character

within myself, uncovering its personal truth inside.

"Now you're outside, relishing the glorious, naked freedom," Don described my next

situation. "Make yourself comfortable," he said, pointing me in the direction of the

chesterfield. Don continued setting the scene, elaborating on his vision for the runa\¡/ay son,

heading into the open spaces where he could do whatever he wants. From the pile of props

just offstage Don pulled forth my earlier gift, the long-lost poetry book I had already written

off.

"Read it aloud when I tell you," he directed, tossing the paperback onto the ground

near mv feet.

"'This is the life,' you'll say, defiant as can be. Then you'll remind the audience, 'Who's

to stop me from doing whatever I want out here,' as you start to take offyour clothes."

How it is that Don Sawatzþ could convince me to remove my own clothes, I cannot

say. After all that I had witnessed during the time of our strange association, nothing could

have prepared me for this last bit of stage direction. But how could I forego all the time spent
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mewhen we were so close to the end? Hindering Don's ridiculous plans would only keep

longer in costume. Ihazarded a gentle question about the realism of the action.

"Clearly, it's not believable," Don was quick to answer. "A naked guy sitting on a sofa

out in the middle of nowhere. Hardly realistic. Symbols, we're working with symbols."

Proceeding to outline his vision for the scene, Don quickly noted the similarity

between sets, the ubiquity of the living-room furniture, all of which made for a subtle

comparison between the mother and son.

"He's never really left home. Always back to those same cushions," he described,

referring to the clever doubling of decor. "And that's the same place we imagine her sitting

and worrying about her delinquent boy," he said, meaning the mother.

Forgetting the demands of virtue, much less those of propriety, I was directed to

remove my clothes at once, a regrettable scene to which, as I nearly told Don in no uncertain

terms, I was not about to be privy. But against my better judgement, I was urged along in

this indecent course of action, succeeding as best I could without even rising from the

chesterfield. Rocking my body from side to side, I managed in this way to edge my pants

down to the ankles, trying momentarily, though in vain, to pull them over the shoes I still

wore, only managing to get them caught on the heel. Returning my pants, with much

diffrculty, to their original position around my lower legs, I could finally remove shoes and

socks, and in a last kick, whatever remained. This accomplished, I did my best to make

myself appear comfortable on the chesterfreld, a task which I performed as well as could be

expected of a man without clothes, outside and in full view on a chilly spring night.

I slouched my shoulders down into the accepting cushions which would have been
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unable to offer any more stringent support, had I desired it. In almost painterly fashion, the

saggng upholstery confonned perfectly to the posture of my nakedness, a total union of body

and furniture. Opening the Wordsworth, I read by chance, lines that seemed especially

poignant:

These beauteous forms,

Through a long absence, have not been to me

As is a landscape to a blind man's eye-

Nodding at a suitable theme, Don reminded me to save the poem for later. Then stepping

back to survey what he had wrought, he claimed to have found in my posture the exact

balance he sought, the perfect integration of the lines of my body into the landscape, the

whole scene suÌïounding me, a space without walls, without constriction of any sort, turned,

under the power of his fantasy, into the very shape of home.

Just offstage Don Sawatzþ was himself changing into what was surely his supreme

role, the mother who tries to steal the last scene of his show. Already he wore a short-sleeve,

floral dress cut modestly below the knee. He was knotting a red polka-dot kerchief under his

chin-en Dùak, he called it.

"It's time to pull the story together," the director a¡nounced. "Time for Mother to set

you straight." Regarding me where I shivered on the chesterfleld, he said, more reassuringly,

"All of a sudden you'll see the pattern, the whole point." With a sudden flourish of his hand,

he beheld his creation, the jumbled set of our production.

I beheld, more anxiously, those terrible, flesh-coloured stockings as he rolled them

half-way up his calf. "Now the final touch," he exhaled quickly, sitting upright, placing his
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hands on his knees, elbows jutting awkwardly outward. From somewhere beneath the

chesterfield the director produced an oversized vinyl purse and Dr. Scholl's therapeutic

sandals.

"Like you said, in the middle of nowhere you can do whatever you want," he reminded

me. The open-ended dream had done considerable damage to our hero's ability to

comprehend what I had told him earlier. I reassured myself that the end had to be near,

though not in away that I could have predicted.

Of course, my hope had been that his dream, unintemrpted, would run its course. As

soon as the illusion paled into the new dawn of consciousness, I imagined Don could step out

from his cluttered living room and pick up where he left offi-at my writing lesson, that is.

In fact, the events which would cut short the dream had nothing to do with this

desired effect.

"DorL we're waiting," came a sudderq sh¡ill voice-over, as if from a soundtrack at the

edge of the trees. Don looked at me, apuzzled crease across his brow. Though the call was

for him, he was just as unsure as I what to expect. Searching frantically through the props,

I found a bathrobe with which to cover myself.

Watching the crest of the hill above, u/e soon saw the figure of a woman appear,

emerge out of the disembodied sound. As she came into view, the lower jaw of our hero

could be seen to drop ever so slightly while his eyes widened into recognition. Clearing his

th¡oat, he prepared to welcome the approaching guest with th¡ee simple words: "Oh, mom.

Hi."
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The flesh-and-blood mother of Don Sawatzky made her appearance before us in a

form I would not have expected, had I remotely considered the possibility of her arrival on

the scene. She did not even bear any resemblance to our hero's final role. In size alone, she

was no match for her amply padded counterpart. Her hair cut short in a contemporary style,

she wore dark-coloured slacks and a sweater, green and modernistic.

"Dad is waiting in the car," she said ever so patiently, waiting for us to meet her where

she stood higher up the bank.

Just as she had said, a short way down the street could be seen a navy-blue Chevrolet

Impal4 still idling. Only the back of the father's balding head was visible above the seat, his

eyes watching our approach in the rear-view mirror.

"What are you wearing, Don?" asked his mother with a disparaging inflection. "You

look like your Grandmother-or is that what you people here wear?" This said, she turned

my way with a questioning glance.

Stepping back, I watched the pair continue side-by-side towards the car. The brake

lights flashed as the father shifted into gear. Our vanquished hero barely lingered to bid me

a farewell.

"DorL come. You knowhowimpatient your father canbe," his mother warned as she

opened the car door, bidding her son to follow.

AII that remained for me was to watch them fade like a dream into the darkness of the

tree-lined avenue.
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On Location in the Land of Foregone Conclusions

When arriving anpvhere he never looked until he rvas

outside on his feet, so he couid take in the scene with one

ca¡eful look.

Rudy Wiebe, "On the Way"

I. A journey by automobile; with sonxe remarks on tradition

AN nvcrssANr NotsE, the unhealthy hammering in the engine of Carl's car impeded our

journey. Not to say that it actually slowed us down. If anything the regular pace of the

misfuing cylinder made the time pass faster, shrinking our hundred-kilometre journey into the

time it takes to read a few pages of a second-rate novel. The illusion of an annoyingly frantic

pace conjured unnecessary fears, the paranoid, quickening rh¡hm of an impending encounter.

To make things worse the window on the driver-side whistled, lacking the much-needed

weather stripping.

My contemplative gaze into the nondescript countryside with its hypnotizingly

repeated pattern-of a road, a freld, a road, &c.-was, as could well be expected,

misinterpreted by Serendipity, who was eyeing me though the rear-view mirror which she had

readjusted forjust that purpose.

Waking from my meditative posture with the pressure of her eyes upon me, I beheld

a close-up of Serendipity's face in an exaggerated look of concern, a caricature of a fretful

parent.
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"Why so glum?" she asked, barely suppressing a snicker, short gasps of air slipping

between her lips.

"Glomms Kuak. Cuckold. Does the road make you melancholy?" added Carl, his

one-way parley telling me that he too was in on some little secret, a joke with me as the

target. He turned the mirror back to his side, checking for himself my supposedly downcast

state. With nothing more than a quick glance, a lingering family habit of jumping to

conclusions, he stated his diagnosis.

"Car sic(" he concluded curtly. "You need some air." His conclusive judgement put

an end to conversation for the time being To punctuate the finality of his words, he switched

the fan to high, effectively drowning out the front-seat conversation from my ears. Despite

this treatment, I refused to make a fuss. Their game would end soon, and for me to continue

would only play into their hands.

These events with which I begin have little to do with the story that follows. Yet it

is true that certain persons, and I do not mean to implicate you, Dear Reader, have accused

me of overlooking, and even consciously avoiding, necessary confrontations, quite unlike the

one above, along with requisite scenes of violence, and the obvious endings which stories

often require. To say I am foreclosing on rising action and naturally occurring conflict would

be a flagrant misrepresentation of my aims. These characters with whom I have surrounded

mysef all those left spinning on the incestuous wheel of tradition, simply have no adventure

or intrigue, nothing remaining of their own. I come on the scene with my discriminating eye

and clever suggestions only to provide subtle rearrangements, a new angle on old scenes.
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Serendipity sneezed, then rubbed her nose with her wrist. "Air-conditioning always

gets me. All that freon. No more air, please."

"The lesser of two evils," I rejoined, outlining the problem of open windows, the

suffi¡sion, the all-oút assault of grain dust, the bane of harvest time.

"Heretically sealed," Carl added, nodding to me in agreement.

"It's hetmetically, Cul." With these words, Serendipity reprised her customary role,

the corrector of Carl's malapropisms. To illustrate, she made the motion of closing aZip-

Lock bag, pinched fingers drawn across the top. "You know, closed off. Separated."

I took this cue to remind them both of the necessity of originality; I pointed out the

pointlessness of confronting roots, of reconciling oneself to tradition.

"There you go again," Serendipity complained. "You and your recurring themes."

I proceeded past Serendipity's charges, to express thoughts truly dear to me, my ideas

on the artist's exile from home. Tradition, I announced, is empty, exhausted, and basically

mute-whatever words I might have used, all I really needed to say was that I really had had

no recourse but to head in a brand new directior¡ an original pattr, to free myself from the pre-

fabricated ideals that the place of my admittedly humble birth-a small town centred around

little more than a printing company, a radio station, and a modest shopping centre-was all

too eager to provide. At risk of repeating further what I have said before, I'll sum up by

saying that while, in the main, my literary journey has stemmed from personal

interests-namely, a need to escape this confrning past-my foremost intention has been to

attend to universal themes, the broader concerns of the human condition. Though we find

these noble themes often repeated, I trust that the originality of my work will reassert their
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relevance. With the same earnestness I displayed while speaking these words to Carl and

Serendipity, I gladly offer encouragement to my readership in general, an incentive to

transcend the narrow plains upon which most of us find our beginnings.

Out of such a w-ealth of observation, Carl seized on nothing but the obvious-a

journey home never afforded much in the way of expectation, certainly nothing like a voyage

of discovery. Serendipity could only barely hear us out before making plain her satisfaction

with the journey, her unexpected surprises in the nondescript landscape. In a fantastic

contortion cradling her foot, she compared our drive to a long movie where you forget about

the cramp in your leg.

At this point, one might question the ponderous rhetoric surrounding something so

mundane, an actMty so utterly commonplace as a visit to one's family. If this, Dear Reader,

anticipates a genuine point of objection in your mind, then once again your expectations

obtained from a disciplined reading will be surprised, overturned, taken aback. For yet again

I meditated an attempt to form only the highest of drama from the most unlikely and

unmalleable of materials, the dry necessities, the powdery historical sediment of less eventful

times. This said, you may be surprised at the story that follows.

For similar reasons, my sister Carrie, who by an uncommon intersection of family

lines, could only be called my sibling, had opted out of our excursion to the country. With

more foresight than I often afford her, she had, with a cleverly scheduled visit to old friends

in Edmonton, excused herself from the aggravations of this journey, the pending festivities

of remembrance which make up our annual family gathering.
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With or without my sister, you might say, we were going on location, revisiting the

scene of the crime. When you've come as far as this, as far as I have, certain details are bound

to change. From this distance those ties which once unquestionably bound us together drift

out of focus; causality and connections, history and tradition, are hard to make out.

Carl liked my metaphor. But our windshield was no movie screen, and the landscape

offered anything but irurovative visual images. The same-old same-old, he joked. Serendipity

reminded us that not all was pristine and beautiful in the sleepy town of our youth, as she

herself was reminded by Carl after his bi-weekly telephone conversations with his mother.

"She said they were like those gangs in California, but these are the home-grown

Canadian kind."

Carl's mother had been referring, of course, to the thieving, shameless, deceitful and

altogether rebellious Children of Men.

We had not spoken of our encounter with this element for some time. Hardly, could

it be said, had a word been spoken of it since the evening of the confrontation, the eruption

into Carl and Serendipity's peaceful suburban world of these shadowy, not quite other-worldly

figures to whose defense Serendipity now again turned.

"I've said this before, Oed. But I think you're doing those boys a disservice."

Taking this lead, I reminded Serendipity that she herself had instigated these past

troubles, the affair with the weight. Armed with a fierce stare, she again aimed the mirror

upon me; but as she had not yet found suitable words for a response, I had the time to simply

change the topic-not, I must add, as a shameless attempt to curtail our debate, although,

admittedly, my action had that effect.
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If only to bring to the passing sameness of the countryside an edge of excitement,

some pretend advenhrre to sustain us through the rest of the trip, I frivolously compared our

hourJong drive to a mythological return, an epic journey. The return, for me, was not really

desired; I might sayîn fact that it was pretty low on the list. For this reason, and surely from

the mere inclination to lighten the mood, I decided with this duplicitously serious and

frivolous motivation, to redeem our excursion with metaphor, Most importantly, I needed

another diversion f¡om the persistent clatter of the engine which resumed as soon as we had

passed through Morris and returned to highway speed.

In a most learned manner I identified the parts which our journey forced us more or

less willingly to play. To Carl and Serendipity's expectant faces I hinted at our illustrious

tradition: Odysseus; Stephen and Bloom; the Father, Son, and Holy Ghost. I finally

suggested that I must be taken as the Father, if only because of my close afüliations with the

Word.

"I get to be the ghost," interjected Carl.

Serendipity turned towards the two of us, sliding her left knee onto the seat.

"I guess I must be the only one who can come again. You were always there, Carl,

and Oed never showed up."

I replied that Serendipity's description was just fine with me. "In that case I'm not

really going back," I concluded. As I spoke these last words, Carl turned on the blinker to

signal our turn west onto P.T.H. 14, the last leg of our journey'

"Cumulo Nimbus," said Serendipity, pointing with her lips to the blue line of clouds

billowing like mountains at the end of the highway.
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It occurred to me then that she would welcome any cross she could carry along that

road, so long as she did not have to bear the weight of Carl's goodness.

II: Wh¡ch consists of visiting and other unexpected events

The house of our family beginnings held an air of last things, a place where everything

was finished. You could tell as soon as you entered the street; too much of little consequence

had happened in this one place, enough might as well be enough. It was a place where

memory mixed with fiction, where everything that had happened had been forgotten at once,

a phenomenon brought about, one might suppose, by the remarkably nondescript appearance

of the building itself, its dearth of discriminating landmarks. Still, it came as something of a

visceral surprise that everything had, in fact, happened before we arrived.

The three of us were greeted by a distraught parry of our elders. And yet a kind of

paralytic indecision, a complete unwillingness to divulge any important details, still

punctuated our perfunctory attempts at greeting.

Carl was the first of us to find something to say. "What's all the to-do?" he asked.

The answer came reluctantly from Carl's father, nearly in a whisper. "Vanished. Your

Oma and Opa just vanished."

"you're not kidding they're not here. As if we hadn't noticed." Serendipity spoke the

obvious, by way of nervous refle4 refening to the unmistakable absence of their car from the

lane. Carl's father had to caution her not to be insolent, especially at such a trying time'
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Certain authors, who for proprietary concerns will remain here unnamed, when

encountering a dearth of actior¡ an insurmountable lack of story such as I now face, have too

often claimed authorial license to perk up a lethargic, faltering story-line. In their expediency,

characters are killed'offsenselessly with sweeping gestures, such as a car crash or some other

spectacular event, to jar a narrative into action. Out of the interests of literary decorum, to

avoid a compromise of my art, I will not stoop to such vain attempts at creating, artificially,

a sense of progress. Letting my relatives speak for themselves, I asked what had actually

happened, what were the events which had brought us here'

In response to my questior¡ Aunt Olga, having manied into the family and as such not

feeling the same restraints, described, sparing no details, how a parade of motorcycles had

come right by the house. "Driving patterns on the street," she said, "criss-crossing and

weaving back and forth like Shriners. All the time rewing their motors."

When Carl's father-my Uncle Andrew, I have to add-told how everyone had lined

their lawnchairs along the sidewalk to get a good view of the spectacle, I felt grim

embarrassment at being associated-even by such tenuous family ties-with these quaint,

easily entertained rural folk.

"Right near the end," Aunt Olga continued, "there was this pick-up towing a ratty sofa

on a trailer. And the strangest thing, sitting on the sofa was another one of the gang. Except

this one-" and here she paused to accent her horror, "he was wearing a dress'"

"A Sawatzþ boy, it looked like," added my Aunt Elsie, her sister-in-law, and Carl's

mother. "smiling and waving to us, that's all he was doing. Smiling and waving like a

contestant for the Sunflower Queen'"
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"Don Sawatzl<y, from schoenthal," recalled Aunt Elsie. "He came home

Winnipeg wearing that dress."

"That was his brother Brad leading the parade," said Uncle Andrew. "I guess what

they say is true. It does take alltypes to make the world go round. But some families hardly

think twice about parading their shame." Yet when I prompted him to say which of the

wayward brothers was worse, he refused to judge. "I guess v/e can never know for sure

what's in another fellow's heart." Then he added more solemnly, "All we really know for sure

is that our Oma and OPa are gone."

I cannot be bothered to repeat for you the lengthy confabulations w'hich followed,

Dear Reader. No one could be desirous of knowing all the particulars of this talk, which the

participants found no particular reason to end, especially after the subject matter

drifted-quite naturally, I might add-into the topic of death. Nor did I care myself to join

in, unlike Carl, who to my understanding may even have been the first to succumb to the

nostalgia of a dying language, nor even preserved in books. The mystery of the language-a

secret so openly spoken of ìt has probably reached the level of cliché-was that it hid more

than it actually said.

It is a sad commentary to have to note how, upon the bare mention of death and

dy,ng, tired eyes opened a shade further, and the somnolent figures of several of my aunts and

uncles inched their chairs forward toward the solemn conversation. As our custom would

have it, eyes are quickly downcast with death on the tip of the tongue, though it is rarely said
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well.
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outright, and then is only spoken in a tone nearly as grave as the radio announcer reading

obituaries. More ofter¡ the talk is of extenuating circumstances, final wishes, the triumph of

righteousness over pain. Even the sinful, according to such conventions, turn out to be really

quite devout. The dead are often rehabilitated this way, their failings converted into virfues.

"Can't speak a word of it," Carl said to me, "but I know what they're saying."

Flaunting again his knowledge of Plautdietsch, the mother tongue, he boasted, "Nope, don't

soeak it. Just understand."

What everyone seemed to understand, in the middle of all this fuss, was that our

hapless grandparents had disappeared amidst the resounding grumble of motors and the glint

of chrome which nimbused the leather-clad bikers. More than that, the old folks left behind

little more than a trace, hardly a speck of evidence beyond one surprising object, thought lost,

and now, in this trying time, returned.

To this lone clue we were led by none other than Carl's parents, with all the theatrical

motions of a tragic chorus, their sweeping gestures, dramatic pauses, and ghostly silence too

lofty for the small house of Carl's maternal grandparents. With a magnificent fuss, including

quite an elaborate manoeuvre down the narrow hall, we finally arrived ut ìn" bedroom door.

prompted by someone's dour expression, and then a pointing finger, we looked into the

bedroom to see, resting on the neatly made bed the wood-grain box which Carl's great-

grandfather had built so long ago using only hand-tools and discarded wood from a

demolished house. I recognized it immediately as the material likeness of the mysterious

object, the family treasure, which Serendipity had so unapologetically squandered in the not-
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so-distant past.

This revelation made, the mute faces of my aunts and uncles congregated almost at

once in their traditional seats around the kitchen table, on which now sat the simple, wood-

grain veneered box,'perhaps as a reminder, a memorial of their own lost parents. Like some

kind of still-life, faces watched the unopened box beckon Serendipity's inquiring ftngers,

evidence of her innocent need to know, her fingers itchy for tangible pieces of fact, a hunger

which had grown far beyond an earlier propensity for chance discovery.

"Time to open it up!" she tried to sound sprightly in her seeming innocence. "Too

long a secret is no secret at all. Everybody who knows has time to forget."

Her bold proposal, though not met favourably by those around the table, had the

desired effect, spuning the worried faces into action. Reluctantly they began to reveal, if not

the contents, at least the history, of the unimposing weight which lay before them. The

explanation was given that the box was constructed as family history project, a time capsule

of sorts, as Carl's great-grandfather had apparently phrased it.

"Never said when he wanted it opened, though. Just put what he wanted inside."

"Well, what went in?" Serendipity inquired, growing impatient, eyes looking up and

fìngers inching towards the box.

"Na, don't touch." An abrupt slap of the hand, Aunt Elsie leaning forward quickly.

The elders joined together in a nervous laugh, a mutually supported game of continuing

concealment, an inside joke.

I, for one, was totally dissatisfied with these answers. Not that I much cared what

could be inside. With a few, brief remarks we shall put an end to the futile speculations
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and-what has come more recently to my attention-the wild accusations which followed the

revelation at the eventual opening of the box. Itlilas no secret that Carl had been given the

weight, but as the old chest had been thought to contain nothing of value, no fuss was made

over the fact that a'grandchild, relatively distant from the workings of the family, had been

trusted as its guardian. More recently, the strange events we have witnessed served to

reignite the debate. Surely, it was suggested, an object sought after with such ferocity would

be worth something, even after it had been soiled by unfamiliar hands. This un¡esolved

argument over an undeserving inheritance and the potential value of the heirloom grew to

overshadow even the pressing issue of the disappearing grandparents. To ease our tale

forward some consensus must be made, and as such, I will end the mystery. For the time

being, and for present purposes, we will say that the weight of Carl's goodness was nothing

more than himself, everything he contained. The box, for all intents and purposes, was no

more than that. Let us end the speculations there.

But having come all this way, it's the least anyone could do to reveal to us the origins

of this pithy family secret. Namely, why on earth would the box have been built? How would

anyone, particularly an old man propelled in his own orbit of reminiscence and forgetfulness,

have crammed the entirety of a family's history into such a space? Regardless of the line of

development I envisioned, Aunt Olga resumed the pointless questions that were getting us

nowhere.

"Why did Carl get it anyway? Before Mom and Dad were gone it should have stayed

right here at home. Did you even ask before you took it?"

Apologetic and defensive to a point, Carl's eyebrows drew down, hollowing out his
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face with the sorrow of innocence maligned, while possible replies to the abuse he had

received bulged inside his cheeks. A chain reaction extended downwards, tightening his

throat, straining his breath. Nearly ready to speak, he placed his palms flat on the table to

complete the standard preparations for rebuttal. Clearly, he intended to respond to Aunt

Olga, his accuser.

At this point, his father intervened in such an unnecessary debate. "W.ho knows if

that's the actual one. the box that Dad built?"

"You know the one \Ã/e gave you," IJncle Andrew said, turning to his son, "I've got

a garage fulI of those things back home."

Carl glanced at his father confusedly, not wanting, for once, to be put on stage in front

of the family.

"That box I gave you," IJncle Andrew began again, "I started mass-producing them.

Over a hundred already, all identical." In his retirement he had taken up woodworking to pass

the time. It was apparent that this generation, raised on the gospel of Henry Ford and fed by

the profits of a printing press, had not given up the old penchant for mass production.

"You've been busy," Carl replied, unwilling at this point to betray his surprise.

"Stül haven't found a suitable market. Tried a table at the Mall, but they didn't go too

fast. "

Now brothers and sisters alike took instant exception to these claims, my Uncle

Andrew's cheapening of this key piece of our collective inheritance.

"That's a lot to swallow, Andy."

Taking advantage of the opportunity to satisfli her nagging curiosity, Serendipity
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asked the fatal question: "Why can't we open it?"

What happened next may seem abrupt, or even unrealistic, though the reader has

ample grounds to trust my description ofthis scene. Furthermore, it must be remembered that

events occur in reahty with far less justification than is usually deemed appropriate in works

of fiction. That said, the elders answered Serendipity's question with a few exasperated looks

around the table, most of which were withdrawn with acquiescent shrugs as soon as the

majority opinion inclined her way. The curiosity of needing to know. or in this case of

needing to be right, had overcome its contrary. For those present, most of whom had long

ago jumped to their own conclusions, the opening of the box was to be a moment of

confirmatioq a restatement of tradition, a proud display of whatever heirlooms awaited them

in the box.

Being the oldest, my Uncle Abe was prompted to lift the lid. He tried at first to

reftise, then decided to do his family duty, reluctantly approaching the table.

"Here goes," he said, his heavy farmers' hand reaching for the box. In one smooth

gesture his calloused thumb hooked under the small lip of wood at the front, opening, to our

impatient eyes the long awaited secret.

I cannot say what everyone expected the box to contain. Perhaps numbered among

our collective assumptions were ancient artifacts, valuable relics, important documents, or

even, to a clichéd imagination, great riches. After all that build-up, it was to the amazement

and visible disappointment of us all, that we found ourselves staring down at a dog-eared

copy of those intertwined family stories, a central document of the culture, The BIue

Mountains of China on the plush velvet cushion of the interior.
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In a final attempt to get an answer I asked once again why on earth the box would

have been built, assuming, of course, that this was the right one. While my uncle, Carl's

father, Andrew Reimer, was trying to figure out if the box was indeed the original, there could

be heard a deep runible approaching, a sound which, if farcically amplified, still sounded like

an old car missing its muffler.

Scarcely was the question out of my mouth when a most violent noise shook the

whole house. To attempt to describe this noise to those who have heard it would be in vain;

and to aim at giving any idea of it to those who have never heard the like would be more vain.

In short, someone knocked, or rather battered, at the door. I \¡/as a little surprised at

the sound, having never heard a knock of this sort before; but Aunt Olga very calmly said

that, as it sounded as if company were coming, she could not make me a reasonable answer

now; but if I pleased to stay till they were gone, there might be more to say on the subject.

I may say at once that, due to circumstances beyond my control, my patience for an answer

was not going to hold out.

The uninvited guests burst in before the hinges on the door could find time to swing

open. More surprising still, as many of my relatives have since assured me, was that several

of the intruders were clearly among those who had paraded down the street earlier in the day.

Above all, it was a shock to me that, after priding myself on my personal distance from the

scene, I should be the reason for this unexpected interruption to our family gathering. For

who could expect a ransom to be paid for me, or who could hope to harm this family by

depriving it of my presence?

As I was being pulled into the car I caught one fleeting glimpse of my grandparents
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walking back to the house. Visibly shaken, they still bore the sly, sweet smiles of the aged,

by which it could be inferred that they had no clue. I mean, by this, to imply that they were

as innocent as they were ignorant of the whole illogical chain of substitutions which now

included themselveg a wood-grain veneered box, and me. Perhaps I am not clear myself as

to what was really happening in all the haste of my abduction.

ContaÌning scenes of altercation and q note regarding endings

The following scenes, in their unfolding, may seem to veer dangerously close to an

unsightly finish, and even closer, I must admit, to my own untimely end. Rest assured, Dear

Reader, that I will rush you past these momentary diversions, and guide you forward to far

more interesting landmarks before we reach a satisfying conclusion. These comments are

understandable, considering my current situation: I was shanghaied, singled out to ride the

loud car of retribution, to a destination at which, my assailants assured me, I would meet my

fate. But my fate did not meet me at once at the door of the hell-hole we entered.

My eyes refused for the longest time to adjust to the infemal glow, which I discovered

to emanate from nothing more than the orange vinyl upholstery. Gradually, I felt more

secure, making out in the dim light the familiar sight of pickled eggs, pool tables, and wood

panelling, the common trappings of the type of establishment to which such company

resorted. So this was the fabled lair of the Children of Men, the seedy bar of an establishment

pretending to the dignity of royal patronage-I mean, of course, the Queen's Hotel. Those

who frequent such surroundings could be fairly named the archetypical Mennonite rebel, of
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whom the Children might best illustrate the type. There they sat in black T-shirts of

threadbare cloth and frayed necklines, some still boasting white three-quarter length sleeves

from the 1970s, their respective chests bearing the names of once popular heavy-metal

groups.

One ofthem approached me. "'We're not trying to hurt anybody," he offered. "Hope

you can understand that, Recksiedler. IVe just want to get our hands on what's rightfully

ours. "

"Should I infer you mean the weight?" f said, as if this were simply a matter of debate.

"Naturally."

"But you have no right to it. Carl more than anyone . . ."

"That's where you're dead wrong. Right boys?" one of them yelled, to which he

received nods of approval all round. Who would not have been shocked by their disregard

for private property, their frightening interpretation of the rights of ownership? No doubt the

stolen object, passing through the hands of Serendipity, must have ended up here, in a dingy

room adjacent to the bar. At their leisure, they must have perused the contents and found,

to their immense chagrin, that it would hardly sufüce.

In my own defense, I could only explain to these outlandish fellows that the weight

itself was but a figment, an imaginative device to generate suspense.

"I didn't mean for you to fall for it." Of necessity, my plea was beginning to sound

desperate. "For what conceivable purpose would I try to entrap you?"

"Now is not the time for your petly lip-wagging. What makes you think we'd let you

offscot free?"
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"You can say that again," a new voice broke into the conversation, emanating from

the shadows. "Or maybe I should say," it continued, "that no one here cares for your futile

attempts at conciliation, or whatever it is you call your pompous prolixity of words."

In my search for the source ofthese utterances, I failed at first to recognize that they

were actually intended for me. In fact, I was not entirely certain I was addressed until the

speaker finally stepped forward, his eyes frxed upon me. As the Children raised their bottles

in greeting to their leader, I beheld the yellowed, chalky stains at their armpits, years of

deodorant residue, a sedimentary history of personal hygiene.

By means of a steady snooker cue, and a finer cue for shady dealings, Brad 'Sancho'

Sawatzþ had evidently risen from among their ranks. You will not be surprised to hear that

he was the boldest among them. Cap cocked defiantly to the side, Levis rolled into wide cuffs

to reveal the gleaming buckles of his menacing jackboots, here was a typecast leader with the

unquestioning respect of his jazzed-up motorcycle hoodlums. Awestruck eyes swooned

towards him as he entered the bar, as the eyes of fallen angels must have once regarded their

leader in hell.

"Well, Mr. Recksiedler, it seems we've all been after this same cornmodity," he said

by way of introduction. "The weight of this goodness, the secret of tradition, the past itself

in condensed form. Whatever you want to call it, really. It's all the same in the end. But I

must inform you, this is a prize you denied us."

What could I say to such stark insolence? By demonstrating the greatest patience I

could muster, I demanded why he of all people would want the secret-if there was even such

a thing-to the past?
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"I don't want any part of it," I blurted out defensively, "you've got me all wrong."

Retaining any composure under these conditions, I was finding, was difficult to manage. I

must admit that the threat to my own person was the least of my concerns; rather, I was

outraged by the gâll of these hoodlums to insinuate me into their ring of petly theft, their

pointless pilfering of the weight. Yet I could not be surprised that all my efforts to

communicate these simple facts went unheeded. Instead, playrng to his appreciative audience,

the great bandit continued his pompous ramblings. He described to me then how, upon

finding nothing of value in the box, they tried to get the secret out of the mouth of the old

man and woman, who, I had to remind him, were still my grandparents.

"Whoever they were, they were of no use to us. Hardly was there a coherent word

out of their mouths. And that, my friend," Sancho said, savouring the drama of the moment,

"is the reason vou are with us here todav."

Over the surging roar of voices which immediately filled the room, Sancho leaned

towards my ear to offer, what seemed at the time, to be reassurance. "Perhaps I'm not a very

patient man, but that's my nature. In confidence, I have to admit," he continued, "I've given

up on the weight."

His words puzzled me, a confusion I must have exhibited quite clearly. I asked him

to clarify his motives for bringing me here.

"It's just our routine," he answered. "I'm sure you can understand. What we really

need to do is settle a score, smooth out some differences we've had in the past, Mr.

Recksiedler."

"Perhaps we should go for a little drive," he suggested in what seemed like an ofl
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hand gesture of hospitality.

Returning to my feet after a short ride on the back of a motorcycle, I took in the

whole scene. Frorir where we stood we could see the glowing windows of the Customs

House and the two or three blinking lights on the TV tower across the line; at our feet was

the ditch that cuts us offfrom the States, a presumptuous monument, pompous almost to a

fault. Not an honourable landmark, it endures by the courage of its excesses, that, and the

meagre remains of its symbolic value as an intemational boundary. This, in any case, is where

Sancho Sawatzky, the boldest among them, had brought me.

"There's another matter I wish to discuss. Let's you and me go for a little walk."

"In the ditch?" I questioned his unpromising choice of paths.

"Just walh Recksiedler, and make like we're having a pleasant time." I did as he said,

not feeling the slightest impulse to disagree, especially as the rest of the Children followed not

far behind.

After pacing in silence for some time, he began what would be a lengthy diatribe on

the nature of the Children of Men. "'We're nowhere near as bad as you make us out to be,"

he said. "Actually we're quite a sentimental bunch. The old and young, walking together in

the ditch, working things out. Connections, reminders. That was the idea that grabbed me.

Sure it's mushy, a bit pathetic. I'm not afraid to admit it. But we do our homework. Our

share of reading."

I was amazed that he should now bring up the publication, in a local literary

periodical, of my little tale of Carl and Serendipity, and their intrigue with the weight, in
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which none other than himself and his colleagues figured importantly as villains. Only a

malicious misreading of my worh an obvious distortion of my words, could have brought us

to the point at which we have arrived, but this is exactly what had happened. For this very

reasor! as it turned öut, for a terribly critical misreading of my intentions, the Children of Men

had constructed, in its entirety, their elaborate counterplot.

"IfI can be so bold as to speak for all those present," Sancho continued his verbal

assault on me) a most unsuspecting and undeserving of targets, "we can only respond to such

ostentatious, deliberate indictments, not by backing down, or quietly disagreeing. In fact, you

leave us little choice but to take up your accusations, perhaps improving a little on style, to

embrace what you deem our badness in a very big way.

"As such, we have collectively decided to put an end to your silly little stories, once

and for all." Looking around, he unquestionably received agreeable nods from his cohorts.

My faltering attempts at vetoing their decision only prompted another outburst.

"You couldn't even imagine," Sancho bit offhis words sharply, "how bad bad really

is. I don't think you can even imagine someone else getting to tell a story. Well, what if I told

you I can already hear the sirens trying to wedge a way before them into the darkness? Or

that I can see bright hospital lights in your future?"

I could in fact imagine such an ending much better than he knew. But, while Sancho

Sawatzþ and his henchmen deliberated over my head on either side of the ditch how to finish

me, I had to take a final, fleeting chance at the last word. And thus, in the exact form of those

words composed in my head as the Children weighed their pitifully banal options, I relate, in

lieu of a more formal farewell. this meditation of sorts:
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Of Endings: An Excursus

I qm a great reader ofnovels, as I have hoped to make apparent through concerns

of style. That is to say, I aspire to words of great length. The short story, as such, has

seldom seemed substantial enough to satisfu my consumptive attitude towards literature;

simply, the sheer ctrtness of the genre serves to restrict my enjoyment.

Att the same, a ceaseless flow of narrative may seent to erase our sense of passing

tinte; an ending, then, is nothing more thon the moment when we return to time. Often have

I completed several chapters to find my htee bent at sonte øwl+ward angle, my foot

momentørily pcv'alyzed. Just as when one watches afilm of great length, the day otttside the

theatre nmy, for a short while, disappear, while the world of the story presides. Whenwe

step out front the ntatinée, we mqy often expect darlmess, the arrival of night, but are

surprised to see an afternoon sun still shining.

It is with these words rhat I tãke my leave of yot4 Dear Reader, thanking yozt for the

pleantre of our brief acquaintance.

In a future safely distant from this final scene you have witnessed, I write to you of

much more important matters than any summary beating I may or may not have suffered. I

have not repeated for you in much detail the \¡/orst feelings of loss I experienced at that point

in the narrative-and not merely to protect myself from memories which may fade as quickly

as a bruise. Rather, it is my hope to guard you, Dear Reader, from too distressing an incident,

particularly as we are just now easing ourselves toward a peaceful retrospect in order to

preserve the lasting warmth of reminiscence generally afforded by a sound conclusion.
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